The ‘Lost Boys’ of
Prior Park College
in the
Second World War
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Introduction

In the heart of Prior Park College is the Chapel, Our Lady of the
Snows. Therein hangs the plaque to commemorate those who
lost their lives during the Second World War.
Thousands of children, parents, teachers, visitors and alumni
have walked past this plaque and maybe never looked up, never
seen the faces that belong to these names, myself included until
one day. Standing gazing up at the list of names, hearing the
echoes of the Remembrance Day cry of “we shall remember
them” I felt it was important to make these names real for all the
Chapel visitors.
All the information has been gathered from old magazines,
obituaries, Commonwealth Graves Commission and searches on
the internet. These boys were like any class of students, some
academic, some sporty, some slipping under the radar
completely. They have become like another 24 charges under my
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care. There are three more names which have come up during
the research that are not on the plaque, they are included here.
They are all important and yet there is still have one that eludes
me…..J GROVES. No date of birth, no mention in the magazines,
CWGC reveals 22 possibilities but with no further data it would
be impossible to guess which one is ours.
If the missing Prior Park magazines could be found these, I am
sure would shed light to the lost that have just a few lines about.
Still looking for: Dec 1941 and July 1943
The
new
archive
site:
http://priorparkcollegeheritage.daisy.websds.net/ has helped to see their faces. Once
the funds have been raised to add the magazines from those
decades that we do have it will be easier to see their details
online.
Quote from SLOAN entry:
“Bob Sloan is a name not likely to be soon forgotten at his
school, by the Old Boys or by those who were privileged to be
called his friends.”
Hopefully, now all the lost boys will be remembered again and
for the years to come.

Booklet compiled by Carole Laverick on behalf of the Prior Park
Alumni
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The ghostly image on each page is Robert Sloan.
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“The latest recruit whom Peter McKeigue has
captured for the Artist Rifles is John Canning – and
a splendid one, too. Peter’s ambition is to form a
“Prior Park Platoon” so he wishes that those
going to London should apply to him.”
Entry from Gossip Bowl 1939. Peter survived the War and lived til the ripe
old age of 92!

Peter pictured here with Lawrence Beresford O’Reilly (Page 76),
James Williams (Page 127 ) and Ian Lee (brother to Maurice,
Page 45)
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The 1934 Rugby Photo – the story behind the picture.
Beresford O’Reilly and James Williams (Captain) played rugby with John
Sloane (Robert’s brother), Ian Lee (Maurice’s brother) and Arthur de
Freitas (Wilf’s brother) in 1934.
Beresford O’Reilly died in 1941 at the age of 23. Buried in Boulogne. RAF
James Williams died in 1945 at the age of 27. Killed in action in Burma.
Royal Artillery.
Robert ‘Bob’ Sloane died in 1941 at the age of 26. Buried in UK. RAF
Maurice Lee died in 1940 at the age of 21. Killed returning from an
operation in bad weather conditions. Buried in UK. RAF
Wilfrid de Freitas died in 1942 at the age of 26. Killed on active service in
the Libyan campaign. RAF
Beresford and James would have known Bob, Maurice and Wilf as
brothers of their team mates, just as you would.
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM.
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Despite extensive damage during the bombing raids to Bath,
Prior Park College pupils remained unharmed. The attacks had
all taken place during the Easter holidays and only one of the
Christian brothers sustained an injury to his ankle on the rubble.
Quote from Wikipedia:
Bath was largely untouched during the Blitz, the German night
bombing offensive against Britain's cities, though nearby Bristol
was bombed severely throughout that period. Bath was subject
to numerous air raid warnings as raiders flew overhead on their
way to Bristol, but no bombs were dropped on Bath at this point.
This changed in April 1942 with the start of the Baedeker Blitz,
mounted in response to a step-change in the effectiveness of the
RAF's bombing offensive in March 1942, that resulted in the
destruction of the city of Lübeck.
The Blitz
Over the weekend of 25–27 April 1942, Bath suffered three raids,
from 80 Luftwaffe aircraft which took off from Nazi occupied
northern France.
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As the city sirens wailed, few citizens took cover, even when the
first pathfinder flares fell, the people of Bath still believed the
attack was destined for nearby Bristol. During the previous four
months Bristol had been hit almost every night, so the people of
Bath did not expect the bombs to fall on them.
The first raid struck just before 11 pm on the Saturday night and
lasted until 1 am. The German aircraft then returned to France,
refuelled, rearmed and returned at 4.35 am. Bath was still on fire
from the first raid, making it easier for the German bombers to
pick out their targets. The third raid, which only lasted two hours
but caused extensive damage, commenced in the early hours of
Monday morning. The bombers flew low to drop their high
explosives and incendiaries and then returned to rake the streets
with machine-gun fire.
Effects
417 people were killed, another 1,000 injured. Over 19,000
buildings were affected, of which 1,100 were seriously damaged
or destroyed, including 218 of architectural or historic interest.
Houses in the Royal Crescent, Circus and Paragon were
destroyed and the Assembly Rooms were burnt out. A 500
kilograms (1,100 lb) high explosive bomb landed on the south
side of Queen Square, resulting in houses on the south side being
damaged. The Francis Hotel lost 24 metres (79 ft) of its hotel
frontage, and most of the buildings on Queen Square suffered
some level of shrapnel damage. Casualties on the Square were
low considering the devastation, with the majority of hotel guests
and staff having taken shelter in the hotel's basement. The
majority of Bath's churches were greatly damaged including St
Andrew's Church which had to be demolished and the site is now
a park.
The buildings have subsequently been restored, although there
are still some signs of the bombing.
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Wing Commander Wilfrid
Entry:

Gossip Bowl July 1942

Date of Birth:
Class of:

Albert Anthony De Freitas

01.10.1915

1933

Date of Death: 3.03.1942
Services:

Age at death: 26

RAF

Head Boy: 1933
Sports Photos: 1932, Rugby, 1933 Hockey & 1933 Cricket
Siblings or descendants at Prior:

Michael, Class of 1939, brother
Leonard, Class of 1937, brother
Arthur, Class of 1935?, brother
Wilfrid M, Class of 1962, nephew
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In British Guiana, at Demerara, Wilfrid Albert Anthony de Freitas was
born on October 1st, 1915. He was the second son on Dr Q B de Freitas M
B E, Government Medical Officer of Demerara. Wilfrid with his brothers
first attended Aston-Le Walls House School under the management of Rev
Martin Edwards, and he with his younger brother Arthur came to Prior
Park in September 1930, his fourth brother Leonard came later.
His ability, his easy yet forceful manner soon showed that he was destined
to win for himself an outstanding place in the College. His first responsible
post was Secretary of the Sodality in 1931, and a year later 1932-33 he was
its President. In the same year he was School Captain, Captain of Clifford
House, Secretary of the Radio Society, and was in the 1st XV Rugby 1932,
Hockey XI 1933 and Cricket XI 1933 being invariably opening batsman.
He was among the most successful and efficient of our School Captains.
In July 1931 Wilfrid obtained Honours in the School Certificate
Examination with exemption from Matriculation, and during the next two
years prepared for the entrance examination to the Air Force. He won
sixth place and was Prize Cadet, RAF College, Cranwell. He left Prior Park
in July 1933.
In the December number of the magazine of 1934 we read: “W. de Freitas,
Captain of the School two years ago, is now one of the Seniors in RAF
College, Cranwell. We congratulate him on having obtained his cricket
colours” – he kept up the efficiency in games he had acquired at school.
Early in 1935 he passed out of Cranwell and was posted to a torpedo
bomber squadron. After further coastal training he joined a torpedo
spotter reconnaissance squadron in HMS Courageous in March 1936, and
from October 1938 was with a similar squadron in the Furious; he went
on foreign service to Alexandria. Thus at the outbreak of war he was a
seasoned airman and advanced from post to post till a few months before
his death he was gazetted Wing Commander. He had previously been
awarded the DFC. On March 3rd 1942, he was listed as “missing” and later
as “killed on active service” in the Libyan campaign.
Thus by the will of Heaven a promising career was cut short. Wilfrid
possessed all the elements for a great career, ability of mind, activity and
healthiness of body, a pleasant gentlemanly manner, and to crown all a
sound religious sense. His pure life was sacrificed in the noblest of earthly
causes, and hence may we not with more than confidence pray: Eternal
rest give unto him O Lord and let perpetual light shine upon him.
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From CWGC: Wing Commander service number 33163. Date of death
20/12/1941 at the age of 26 (different from GB). He flew with RAF 70
Squadron and had been awarded the DFC. He is buried at the Alamein
memorial. Son of Dr Q B de Freitas MBE and Hermine de Freitas of
Georgetown, British Guiana.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Wilfrid Albert Antony

Initials:

WAA

Surname:

De Freitas

DOB:

Circa 1915

Age:

26

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

20/12/1941

Information:

SON OF DR. Q. B.DE FREITAS, M.B.E., AND HERMINE DE
FREITAS, OF GEORGETOWN, BRITISH GUIANA.

Rank:

Wing Commander

Service Number:

33163

Gallantry
Awards:

Distinguished Flying Cross
The Distinguished Flying Cross (D.F.C.) was instituted on 3rd June
1918 and is a Level 3 Gallantry Award, originally for Commission
Officers and Warrant Officers of the Royal Air Force. Later it was for
all ranks of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Army, and Royal Air
Force.
This distinguished awarded was presented to Wilfrid Albert Antony
De Freitas for an act or acts of valour, courage or devotion to duty
whilst flying in active operations against the enemy.
The recipient, Wilfrid Albert Antony De Freitas,as an owner of the
Distinguished Flying Cross is entitled to use the letters D.F.C. after
his name.
A bar is added to the ribbon for holders of the D.F.C. who received a
second award.
This silver medal was designed by E Carter Preston, the winner of
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the design for the Next of Kin Memorial Plaque, AKA - Widow's
Penny, Dead Man's Penny, Death Plaque.
Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Wilfrid Albert Antony De Freitas was
entitled to the War Medal 1939-1945. This
medal was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Wilfrid Albert Antony De Freitas
was awarded the 1939-45 Star for
operational Service in the Second World
War between 3rd September 1939, and
2nd September 1945.
Wilfrid Albert Antony De Freitas would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. Also the award of
a gallantry medal or “Mention In
Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt rosette was worn
on the medal ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

Royal Air Force

Battalion:

70 Squadron (Why is this important?)
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Commemorated:

Egypt

Collection:

The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Related Historic 
Document:

The King's Regulations
and Air Council
Instructions for The Royal
Air Force, 1943
Type:

Official Document

Find more documents based on Royal Air Force

‹
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Sergeant
Entry:

Peter Vivian Dias
Gossip Bowl July 1945

Date of Birth: 1923?
Class of:

1941

Date of Death: 20/04/1945
Services:

Age at death: 20

Volunteer Reserve of Royal Air Force

Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior:
And here we may recall the toll of the war in such fine B G Old Boy
contemporaries of the above in the death of Peter Dias, Flight Lieutenant
Cecil Kay ( Head of School) and Wing Commander Wilfrid de Freitas,
DFC (Head of School). Requiescant in pace!
605691 – V.P. Dias – Br. Guiana – attested 24.9.43 – Sgt. Navigator UK
13.10.44
[Source NA AIR 2/6876]
With No 19 Operational Training Unit “C” Flight, he took off on a cross
country flight in a Vickers Wellington LP760 at 11.52 on 20th April 1945.
Near to Bank Head Farm, Humble, eight miles to the southwest of
Lothian, the Wellington was cruising along at 5,000 feet when
eyewitnesses on the ground reported a flash from front to rear. It was just
after 12.40. The starboard wing broke away and the aircraft turned over
and spun to earth, striking the ground upside down. Debris rained down;
there was a wreckage trail of some 2,500 yards, and an opened parachute
fell 500 yards beyond this. The investigator’s report concluded that the
accident arose through lack of control, perhaps owing to icing or
bumpiness, followed by structural failure in the air. The aircraft had
“broken up suddenly and violently”, with its heavier parts dropping
“practically vertically”.[Source: Dover War Memorial Project]
Dias, Vivian Peter Sergeant in Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve served
as an air bomber. Service Number 605691. Buried in Haddington Roman
Catholic Graveyard in East Lothian. Son of Vivian Charles Dias and of
Cecily Alice Dias (nee Benbow), of Georgetown, Demerara, British
Guiana.
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From the War Forces Records:
First Name:

Vivian Peter

Initials:

VP

Surname:

Dias

DOB:

Circa 1925

Age:

20

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

20/04/1945

Information:

SON OF VIVIAN CHARLES DIAS, AND OF CECILY ALICE DIAS
(NEE BENBOW), OF GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA, BRITISH
GUIANA.

Rank:

Sergeant

Service Number:

605691

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Vivian Peter Dias was entitled to the
War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that Vivian Peter Dias was awarded
the 1939-45 Star for operational Service in
the Second World War between 3rd
September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Vivian Peter Dias would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Commemorated:

Britain

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
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as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Flight Lieutenant Lance
Entry:

Gossip Bowl July 1942

Date of Birth:
Class of:

25.03.1919

1933

Date of Death:
Services:

Franklyn Edwards RNR

04/01/1942

Age at death: 22

Fleet Air Arm RNR

Sports Photos: None
Siblings or descendants at Prior:

Lance Franklyn Edwards was born on March 25th, 1919 (the Feast of the
Annunciation), and after attendance at a local school came to Prior Park
College in September, 1930. A few years previous he has been received
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into the Church, and on St Joseph’s day, 19th March 1932, a few days short
of his birthday, he was confirmed. He left in April 1933 and entered as a
Cadet in the British Indian Steam Navigation Company. He remained in
this service at the outbreak of war and was twice picked up at sea, being
once torpedoed and once bombed and “sunk”.
Six months before his death he joined the Fleet Air Arm ( RNR). He was
attached to H.M.S. Heron. He obtained a Commission in this service and
was a promising young pilot. Lieut. Lance Edwards was twenty two years
old when he met his death. Two days before his death he received the Last
Sacraments and was able through the Chaplain to send his mother an
account of how it all happened. He will have our prayers and constant
remembrance. May he rest in peace.
From CWGC: Lieutenant no service number logged, Died on 04/01/1942
at the age of 22. Was in Royal Navy Reserves on HMS Heron. He is buried
in St John Baptist in Midsomer Norton and is the son of Frank and Gladys
Edwards.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Lance Franklyn

Initials:

L

Surname:

Edwards

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

04/01/1942

Information:

Son of Frank and Gladys E. Edwards.

Rank:

Lieutenant
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Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Lance Franklyn Edwards was entitled
to the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal
was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Lance Franklyn Edwards was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Lance Franklyn Edwards would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

Royal Navy

Ship:

HMS Heron

Service:

Royal Naval Reserve (Why is this important?)
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Commemorated:

Plot 3. Row 22. Grave 10. MIDSOMER NORTON (ST. JOHN THE
BAPTIST) CHURCHSomersetUnited Kingdom

Hms Heron during World War 2
More information about HMS Heron
Related Historic 
Documents:

Sea Pie by Horace Willie Royal Navy WWII History
and Service life
Type:

War Diary

Find more documents based on Royal Navy
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Flight Officer. Edmund
Entry:

G Forde

Gossip Bowl Dec 1940

Date of Birth:
Class of:
Date of Death:
Services:

16/02/1944

Age at death:

RAF Volunteer Reserves 434 Squadron

Sports Photos: None
Siblings or descendants at Prior:
Eddie Forde is now Gnr E. E. Forde, 5th Surrey Regiment RA. Or rather
was in September (1940). How far he has travelled since we know not.
From CWGC: Pilot Officer in 434 Squadron, 170975 died on 16/02/1944
and is commemorated at Runnymede Memorial. He is the son of
Edmond and Kate Forde of Bristol and husband of Freda Forde also of
Bristol.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

EG

Surname:

Forde

Nationality:

British

Fate:

Killed

Incident Date:

15-16/02/1944

Incident Time:

1719

Rank:

Pilot Officer
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Duty Location:

Berlin

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, E G Forde was entitled to the War
Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that E G Forde was awarded the
1939-45 Star for operational Service in the
Second World War between 3rd September
1939, and 2nd September 1945.
E G Forde would have been awarded this
star if their service period was terminated
by their death or disability due to service.
Also the award of a gallantry medal or
“Mention In Despatches” also produced the
award of this medal, regardless of their
service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal
ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals
Air Crew Europe Star
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The Air Crew Europe Star Campaign medal
of the British Commonwealth was awarded
to E G Forde for service in World War Two.
This medal was awarded to
Commonwealth aircrew who participated in
operational flights over Europe, from UK
bases or for operational flying from the UK
over Europe, between the period 3rd
September 1939 to 5th June 1944.
The recipient E G Forde would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. The award of a gallantry medal
or “Mention In Despatches” also produced
the award of this medal, regardless of their
service duration. Buy Medals

Service:

Royal Air Force

Station:

Raf Croft

Squadron:

434 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Crew:

P/O E G Forde

Command:

Bomber Command

Aircraft Mark:

V

Aircraft Code:

WL-Y

Aircraft Type:

Halifax

Aircraft Serial:

LK971
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Commemorated:

Runnymede Mem

Raf Croft during World War 2
More information about RAF Croft
Formed: 1941
Disbanded: 1946
RAF Croft, known locally as Croft Aerodrome or Neasham, opened
in 1941 and served as a Second World War RAF Bomber
Command station. In 1943, Croft became a sub-station of RAF
Middleton St. George which was allocated to No. 6 Group, Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF). After the RCAF left in 1945, Croft saw
little wartime activity. Later in 1945 the aerodrome became a
satellite of No. 13 Operational Training Unit based at Middleton St.
George (flying de Havilland Mosquitoes). The station was closed in
the summer of 1946.
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Signalman Peter
Entry:

Gossip Bowl Dec 1939

Date of Birth:
Class of:

1914

1926

Date of Death:
Services:

William Fox

09.01. 1940

Signal Corps

Sports Photos: None
Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Age at death: 26

Peter Fox, whose death from illness in the NW Frontier of India occurred
early in January 1940, was amongst those who transferred from Clifton to
Prior Park in 1924. He entered the School in 1921 and left in 1926. He was
remarkable amongst his class-fellows for his happy temperament and his
daring spirit; often at play hour he would be seen with a group around him
hatching some plan or bent upon some miniature “raid”. Though not
outstanding in games or studies, he was proficient in both and was capable
of making his mark in life.
It must have been a delight to him when his unit (Signals) was docketed
for India, and visions of novelty, excitement and expeditions must have
filled his mind. But the Lord when He goeth into His garden picketh not
the faded and worthless flowers but chooses the best, irrespective of age,
for the adornment of his Heavenly abode. To that abode the pure soul of
Peter Fox was called on January 8th, 1940.
That the popularity which he enjoyed as a boy and the goodness that he
always displayed did not desert him in his military life is made very
evident in the following extracts from letters sent from India to his mother
at Stratford-on-Avon.
From Major Keene, RAMC: “Last night I was sent for as a senior Roman
Catholic officer here. I saw your boy sleeping peacefully in Heaven. He did
not suffer, and if we can die with the same certainty of Heaven as this boy
did we need not worry.
Of course, he died many thousands of miles away from you all. But it was
God’s Will. We did try, but it was a case no surgeon could deal with…..The
boy died as a great Catholic……
“Years ago when our first baby died, Monsignor Molony, now in Liverpool,
wrote: ‘It is sad, but remember by your union an angel has entered
Heaven.’ And this is my message to you.”
From Fr M Doyle, Chaplain: “It will be of some consolation to you in your
great sorrow to know that I saw your son many times before he died and
on two occasions I brought him Holy Communion.
“He was a splendid boy, faithful to his duties and well loved by all. I
thought it fit, therefore, to write to you, and whilst assuring you of my
deepest sympathy to let you know that your son had the consolations of
his Holy Faith. I also buried him in Bannu cemetery. God rest him.”
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From a companion: “Wreaths were sent from all the Sections….Father
Doyle managed to arrive in time to take the service….I felt that Peter was
freed when I heard the trumpeters sound the Last Post and the Reveille.
Everything seemed so peaceful in this lovely little cemetery in
Bannu….Peter was pure in every sense and I am sure he is resting in
Heaven.”
It is no wonder that, having received such consoling tributes about her
son, Mrs Fox wrote to Brother Roche: “I am very proud of the religious
training he received at the College which enabled him to die so good and
holy a death.”
We and all who knew him sincerely sympathise with his family, and will
sometime breathe a prayer for the eternal repose of his soul. May he rest
in peace.

From CWGC: Signalman 2323054 died on 09/01/1940 at the age of 26.
He was in the Royal Corps and is buried at the Karachi War Cemetery.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Peter William

Initials:

PW

Surname:

Fox

DOB:

Circa 1914

Age:

26

Birth County:

Berkshire.

Resided Town:

Birmingham.

Nationality:

British
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Date of Death:

09/01/1940

Rank:

Signalman

Service Number:

2323054

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Peter William Fox was entitled to the
War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Peter William Fox was awarded
the 1939-45 Star for operational Service in
the Second World War between 3rd
September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Peter William Fox would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:
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British Army

Regiment:

Royal Corps Of Signals

Archive
Reference:

WO 304/7

Commemorated:

Britain

Place of Death:

India

Royal Corps Of Signals during World War 2
More information about Royal Corps Of Signals
Formed: 1920
The Royal Corps of Signals (often simply known as the Royal
Signals - abbreviated to R SIGNALS) is one of the combat support
arms of the British Army. Signals units are among the first into
action, providing the battlefield communications and information
systems essential to all operations. Royal Signals units provide the
full telecommunications infrastructure for the Army wherever they
operate in the world. The Corps has its own engineers, logistics
experts and systems operators to run radio and area networks in the
field.[1] It is responsible for installing, maintaining and operating all
types of telecommunications equipment and information systems,
providing command support to commanders and their headquarters,
and conducting electronic warfare against enemy communications.
The Royal Signals was created in 1920, after Winston Churchill,
Secretary of State for War issued a Royal Warrant declaring that
there should be a Corps of Signals within the British Army. The
origins date back to 1870.
During the Second World War, the corps had over 150,000
members. After the war, the unit took part in several notable
campaigns in Palestine, Malaya and the Korean War. The Royal
Signals also delivered communications in the Falklands War, the
first Gulf War, Kosovo and the second Gulf War. Currently, they are
deployed in Cyprus, Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan.
All members of the corps wear a blue and white tactical recognition
flash on the right arm. The cap badge also features Mercury, the
winged messenger of the Gods.
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Collections:

UK, Army Roll of Honour, 1939-1945

Buy This Collection on CD

The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Related Historic 
Documents:

10th British Army
Casualty Clearing Station
Type:
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Official

Lieut-Commander

Cecil James Gordon-Canning

Entry:
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1886

1904

Date of Death:
Services:

13/06/1941

Age at death: 55

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve

Sports Photos: None
Siblings or descendants at Prior:
From CWGC: Lieut-Commander ( no service number recorded) with
Royal Naval Volunteer Reserves ON HMS Benbow. He is remembered at
Chatham Naval memorial.
Son of Francis William and Mary Rose Gordon-Canning and husband of
Esther Stella Gordon-Canning of Bath.
Crew list of Ships hit by U-boats
Cecil James Gordon-Canning
RNVR. British
Born

1886

Died

14 Jun 1941 (55)
Ship

Type

Rank / role

Attacked on

St.
Steam
Passenger
14 Jun 1941 (+)
Lindsay merchant (LieutenantCommander)

Boat
U-751
(1)

Personal information
Son of Francis William and Mary Rose Gordon-Canning; husband of
Esther Stella Gordon-Canning, of Bath, Somerset. Lost on passage
aboard St. Lindsay to the shore establishment HMS Benbow on
Trinidad.
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Name

St. Lindsay

Type:

Steam merchant

Tonnage

5,370 tons

Completed

1921 - Wallace Shipyards Ltd, North Vancouver BC

Owner

St. Quentin Shipping Co Ltd (B. & S. Shipping Co), Newport

Homeport

Newport

Date of attack

14 Jun 1941

Fate

Sunk by U-751 (Gerhard Bigalk)

Position

47° 51'N, 38° 25'W - Grid BD 4144

Complement

47 (47 dead - no survivors)

Convoy

OG-64 (detached)

Route

Glasgow (3 Jun) - Clyde (5 Jun) - Trinidad - Buenos Aires

Cargo

3000 tons of general cargo

History

Completed in January 1921 as Canadian Highlander for the
Canadian Government (Merchant Marine Ltd), Montreal.
1928 transferred to Canadian National Steamships Ltd,
Montreal. 1936 sold to Montreal, Australia, New Zealand Line
Ltd (MANZ) Line Ltd, Montreal. 1939 sold to Britain and
renamed St. Lindsay for St. Quentin Shipping Co Ltd (B. & S.
Shipping Co), Newport.

Nationality:

British

Notes on event At 03.46 hours on 14 June 1941 the unescorted St. Lindsay
(Master Oliver John Stanley Hill), detached from convoy OG64, was hit on port side underneath the bridge by one G7e
torpedo from U-751 while steaming at 9 knots in rough sea
about 580 miles east of St. John’s, Newfoundland. The U-boat
fired the torpedo on the surface from a distance of only 350
meters, remaining unseen in the dark night with low visibility,
after having missed the ship with a first torpedo at 02.48
hours. The hit caused a very heavy detonation after which the
vessel rapidly settled by the bow and sank vertically with the
stern raising out of the water after 80 seconds.
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St. Lindsay had been reported missing after leaving the
convoy and was presumed lost in approx. 51°N/30°W. The
master, 35 crew members, six gunners and five passengers
(naval personnel) were lost.

On board

We have details of 47 people who were on board.

From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Cecil James George

Initials:

C

Surname:

Gordon-Canning

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

13/06/1941

Incident
Details:

Missing, presumed killed.
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Information:

Late Midshipman R.N.R. ; DD as Lieutenant Commander RNVR ;
CWGC = Cecil James GORDON-CANNING.

Rank:

Lieutenant

Campaign
Medals:

Victory Medal
Given the information we have available it is
likely that Cecil James George GordonCanning was entitled to the Victory medal,
also called the Inter Allied Victory Medal.
This medal was awarded to all who received
the 1914 Star or 1914-15 Star and, with
certain exceptions, to those who received
the British War Medal. It was never awarded
alone. These three medals were sometimes
irreverently referred to as Pip, Squeak and
Wilfred.
Eligibility for this award consisted of having
been mobilised, fighting, having served in
any of the theatres of operations, or at sea,
between midnight 4th/5th August, 1914, and
midnight, 11th/12th November, 1918.
Women who served in any of the various
military organisations in a theatre of operations were also eligible.
Buy Medals
British War Medal
From the information available to us, it is
very possible that Cecil James George
Gordon-Canning was entitled to the British
War Medal for service in World War One.
This British Empire campaign medal was
issued for services between 5th August
1914 and 11th November 1918.
The medal was automatically awarded in the
event of death on active service before the
completion of this period. Buy Medals

Service:
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Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve

Ship:

HMS "Benbow"

Archive
Reference:

ADM 90/023

Collection:

Royal Naval Officers' Campaign Medal Rolls 1914-1920
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J Groves
Entry:
Date of Birth:
Class of:
Date of Death:

Age at death:

Services:
Sports Photos: None
Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Flight Sergeant Cecil

Percy King

Entry: Gossip Bowl, Dec 1940 and July 1941
Date of Birth: 1920
Class of:

1938

Date of Death: 17.4.1943

Age at death: 23

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserve, 263 Sqdn
Decorations or Medals: D F M
Head Boy:

1938

Sports Photos:

Rugby 1935, 1937 (Captain)
Cricket 1936, 1937, 1938 (Captain)
Hockey 1936, 1937, 1938

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Flght Sergt C P King is still going strong not many miles from Bath.
Cecil King has worked his way into Spitfires in a minimum time.
In the course of many sorties, Flight. Sergeant King has inflicted much
damage on enemy targets. He is a skillful and determined' pilot whose
example has been most praiseworthy. He has destroyed,1 enemy aircraft.
' London Gazette 29th September 1942
From CWGC: Flying Officer 128999. Died on 17/4/1943 aged 23 and is at
the Runnymede War Memorial.
Son of Percy William and Florrie Leacock King of Georgetown, British
Guiana.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Cecil Percy

Initials:

CP

Surname:

King

DOB:

Circa 1920

Age:

23

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

17/04/1943

Information:

SON OF PERCY WILLIAM AND FLORRIE LEACOCK KING, OF
GEORGETOWN, BRITISH GUIANA.

Rank:

Flying Officer

Service Number:

128999

Gallantry
Awards:

Distinguished Flying Medal
Established on 3rd June 1918 the Distinguished Flying Medal
(D.F.M.)was awarded to Non-Commissioned Officers and personnel
of the Royal Air Force.
This D.F.M. was awarded to the recipient, Cecil Percy King,to
recognise valour, courage or devotion to duty performed whilst flying
in active operations against the enemy.
The D.F.M. was later extended - during the Second World War - to
similarly cover the Air Arms of the Army and Fleet.
Citations for the D.F.M. were published in the London Gazette.
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Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Cecil Percy King was entitled to the
War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Cecil Percy King was awarded
the 1939-45 Star for operational Service in
the Second World War between 3rd
September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Cecil Percy King would have been awarded
this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Battalion:

263 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Commemorated:

Britain
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Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Sergeant Pilot

Maurice Alexander William Lee

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1941
Date of Birth:
Class of:

22/12/1919

1936

Date of Death: 31/12/1940

Age at death: 21

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserves
Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior: Ian Lee, Class of 1935, brother

Maurice A Lee was born at Maymyo, Upper Burma, on December 22nd
1919 and the next year came home to Ireland, returned to the East in 1921,
and remained there till his father’s retirement in 1923. Until 1927 he
resided in Ireland and it was on September 14th of that year that he and
his brother Ian came to Prior Park, the family having come to live in
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Dorsetshire. He was then almost eight years of age and was the youngest
boy in the Junior School.
His father, Lt-Col A W H Lee, had formed a very true estimate of him as a
schoolboy: “He was I fancy an average boy,” he writes, “clever if not very
studious, and able to hold his own with others in class if not a great
athlete.” In the School records he is down as 1st in his years in second and
third Forms, and in Fourth Form he was placed in the Honours List of
Junior Oxford Locals with Distinction in Latin. He was awarded the
Bronze Association Medal in St Peters and was placed First in Religious
Knowledge. In his leaving year he was successful in Oxford School
Certificate with exemption from London Matriculation. In other spheres
he took his part, though less brilliantly than in his studies. Thus we find
he was top in Billiards in Junior School, was “placed” in High Jump in the
class 11-13 and later played for his House (Baines) in Rugger. Thus truly
he was a good student but by no means a “swat” and when it came to
games, athletics and swimming his happy nature was more out for fun and
enjoyment than for the keen restraint which gains the prizes. Training for
games was not fast enough for one who had a special attraction for “speed”
and even in his studies he wanted to “get there” quickly – fortunately his
native ability enabled him to attain his goal.
When he left school he went as an Apprentice Aircraft Engineer to Messrs
Vickers at Weybridge and before war broke out he joined the RAFVR as a
Sergeant. He had started to train and had been to camp once, when he was
embodied in the RAF on the outbreak of war – although many weeks
passed before he was called up to commence his training – at an EFTS. He
finally qualified as a Sergeant Pilot in August 1940, gaining his wings, and
was in action against the Luftwaffe for the first time on the fourteenth of
the same month and many times after. On October 15th he was wounded
in the air and after his recovery from hospital returned to duty. It was on
December 31st, 1940, barely ten days after his twenty first birthday, that
his end came when landing in very thick weather after an operational
flight. His rank was Sergeant, and true to his character he had no
aspirations to a Commission, preferring to continue serving with those
comrades with whom he had gone through those happy days of training
on land and in the air.
Yet his Squadron Leader had intended in the present year to have
recommended him for a Commission.
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His father in writing to Brother Roche makes his own the lines from
Macbeth where Siward was told by Rosse that –
“Your son, my lord, has paid a soldier’s debt,
He only liv’d but till he was a man;”
“ Had he his hurts before?”
“Ay on the front.”
“Why then, God’s soldier be he!
Had I as many sons as I have hairs
I would not wish them to a fairer death.”
Worthy father of a worthy son! Yes, Maurice died nobly in a noble cause!
May God reward his splendid sacrifice and that of so many others of our
boys, with the glory of heaven, “When death shall be no more.”
Requiescat in Pace.
From CWGC: Maurice Lee service number 742796 died at 31/12/40 at the
age of 21. He is buried at St Marys Cemetery in Cray.
Son of Lt Col Alex Henry Lee and Kathleen Theresa Lee of Ridgeway,
Somerset.
From Forces Records:
First Name:

Maurice Alexander William

Initials:

MAW

Surname:

Lee

DOB:

Circa 1919

Age:

21

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

31/12/1940
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Information:

SON OF LT.-COL. ALEXANDER HENRY LEE AND KATHLEEN
THERESA LEE, OF RIDGEWAY, SOMERSET.

Rank:

Sergeant

Service Number:

742796

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Maurice Alexander William Lee was
entitled to the War Medal 1939-1945. This
medal was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Maurice Alexander William Lee
was awarded the 1939-45 Star for
operational Service in the Second World
War between 3rd September 1939, and
2nd September 1945.
Maurice Alexander William Lee would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. Also the award of
a gallantry medal or “Mention In
Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt rosette was worn
on the medal ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals
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Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Commemorated:

Britain

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
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During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Flight Lieutenant William

Edward Lundon

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1942
Date of Birth: Jan 1923
Class of:

1940

Date of Death: 06/06/1942
Services: RAF Volunteer Reserves
Sports Photos:

Cricket 1939
Rugby 1939
Hockey 1940

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Age at death: 19

The youngest of our war heroes, Bill Lundon, who was born in Dublin in
January 1923, only child of Mr and Mrs Tom Lundon, was brought to
England when a year old. Mr Tom Lundon is one of the few remaining
members of the old Irish Parliamentary Party; he was for ten years MP for
East Limerick, which his father had also represented in the House of
Commons. Bill received his early education at the Cardinal Vaughan
School, Kensington, and came to Prior Park in January 1936 at the age of
thirteen.
He made good progress in his studies and maintained a place well up in
his class to the end of his school life. He was rather literary than
mathematical, and in the School Certificate Examination obtained the
mark “A” in English Language, English Literature, Latin and French, and
secured exemption in Matriculation. As a debator he was good and was a
strong support to his House – Baines’ – which was the runner-up for the
House Debating Shield in 1940.
In games also he was proficient; he was in the Rugby XV in 1939, and 1940
found him in both the Hockey and the Cricket XI’s. Music also had its
charms for him – he was a promising student of the piano.
He left Prior Park in July 1940, his intention being to become a Veterinary
Surgeon. However, after one term at the College he decided on his
eighteenth birthday to volunteer for the RAF as air crew. He passed for
this and was called up for training in June 1941. His wish was to become
a fighter pilot, and though ordinarily rather an easy going young person,
Bill was filled with such keenness and enthusiasm for his work that he
tried for and obtained very high marks in the examinations during the
various stages of his training. He passed out of SFTS in April 1942 with his
“Wings” and Commission. Ranked as “above Average” he was posted to a
Hurricane Squadron, but on July 6th through engine trouble, crashed to
his death.
His Wing Commander described him as one who appeared to have a
natural gift for flying and for whom he had predicted a brilliant future in
the air; he added that the Service and the Country could ill afford “to lose
such a man at such a time.”
In Bill Lundon was the making of a good all-round man, with the
sturdiness of his ancestors and their same strong faith and edifying
practice of his holy religion. The straightforward, honourable and
religious sentiments of his boyhood and youth will have secured for him
the Eternal Rest which he and we wish and pray for.
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From CWGC: Pilot Officer service number 120530. Date of death
06/06/1942 ( this is different from the GB entry) and he is buried in
Kilcrumper Cemetery, Ireland.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

William Edward

Initials:

WE

Surname:

Lundon

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

06/06/1942

Rank:

Pilot Officer

Service Number:

120530

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, William Edward Lundon was entitled
to the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal
was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that William Edward Lundon was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
William Edward Lundon would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Commemorated:

Ireland, Republic of

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
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as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Second Lieutenant Alfred

A J Mahony

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1940
Date of Birth: 1918
Class of:

1936

Date of Death: 29/05/1940
Services: Royal Artillary
Sports Photos:

Hockey 1936

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Age at death: 22

Old Boys will be very glad to learn that our many Old Boys who were
fighting in France and Belgium have been evacuated safely with two
exceptions, Lt John Mahony, RA, reported “missing”, and Mons Goor.
From CWGC:
Alfred Adrian Mahony, Second Lieutenant, 74529. Died 29/05/1940 at
age 22 he was in the Royal Artillary and fell at Dunkirk where he is
remembered on the Memorial there. Son of Major J S Mahony and
Blanche A Mahony of Ealing, Middx.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

AA

Surname:

Mahony

Date of Action:

29/05/1940

Fate:

Presumed Killed in Action

Incident
Details:

Reported to War Office Casualty Section for the 24 hours ending at
09.00.

Incident Date:

26/01/1942

Information:

Casualty List No. 730. Date of casualty shown on original source as
29/05-02/06/1940. Previously shown on Casualty List No. 226 as
Missing, date not reported.

Rank:

2nd Lieutenant

Service
Number:

74529

Duty Location:

France
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Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, A A Mahony was entitled to the War
Medal 1939-1945. This medal was awarded
to all full time service personnel who had
completed 28 days service between 3rd
September 1939 and the 2nd September
1945. Eligible personnel who had been
“Mentioned In Despatches” during the War
were entitled to wear a bronze oak leaf
emblem on the ribbon. Those eligible for a
campaign star, yet who had their service cut
short by death, wounds or capture by the enemy, still qualified for this
medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that A A Mahony was awarded the
1939-45 Star for operational Service in the
Second World War between 3rd September
1939, and 2nd September 1945.
A A Mahony would have been awarded this
star if their service period was terminated by
their death or disability due to service. Also
the award of a gallantry medal or “Mention
In Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October 1940)
were awarded the "Battle of Britain" bar to
this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt
rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to
denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Artillery

Battery:

3rd Search Light Battery (Why is this important?)

Archive
Reference:

WO417/2
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Royal Artillery during World War 2
More information about Royal Artillery
Formed: 1716
The first recorded use of cannon on the battlefield was by Edward III
at the Battle of Crecy in 1346 during the Hundred Years' War. Up to
the eighteenth century, artillery ‘traynes’ were raised by Royal
Warrant for specific campaigns and disbanded again on their
conclusion. This changed on 26 May 1716, when by the Royal
Warrant of George I two regular companies of field artillery, each 100
men strong, were raised at Woolwich, leading to the title "Royal
Artillery" (RA) which was first used in 1720.
On 1 April 1722 these companies were expanded to four, and
grouped with independent artillery companies in Gibraltar and
Minorca to form the Royal Regiment of Artillery, commanded by
Colonel Albert Bogard. In 1741 the Royal Military Academy formed in
the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich (RWA). The regiment expanded rapidly
and by 1757 there were 24 companies divided into two battalions, as
well as a Cadet Company formed in 1741.
During 1748 the Presidential Artilleries of Bengal, Madras and
Bombay, India were formed and then in 1756 saw the creation of the
Royal Irish Regiment of Artillery. The Regiment grew to 32
companies by 1771 organised into four battalions, as well as two
Invalid Companies comprising older and unfit men employed in
garrison duties. 1782 brought the move of the Royal Artillery to RA
Barracks (front parade) on Woolwich Common.
The Napoleonic Wars saw the need to provide fire-support for the
cavalry so a formation of Horse Artillery was created in 1793 with two
troops of Royal Horse Artillery (RHA) being raised, joined by two
more in November 1793. The Royal Irish Artillery was absorbed into
the Royal Artillery in 1801 to produce twelve RHA troops and a
hundred RA companies in 10 battalions. Before 1825 batteries had
been called after their commander's name this was to cease and RA
batteries known by a number and RHA batteries a letter. During 1805
RWA moved to Woolwich Common for all RA and RE officers.
The Crimean War saw the increase of the Royal Artillery to 199
batteries and in 1855 the abolition of the Board Ordnance, which had
until then controlled the Royal Artillery. Thereafter the regiment came
under the War Office along with the rest of the army. A School of
Gunnery was established in Shoeburyness, Essex in 1859. In 1862
the regiment absorbed the artillery of the British East India Company
– 21 horse batteries and 48 field batteries – which brought its
strength up to 29 horse batteries, 73 field batteries and 88 heavy
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batteries.
On 1 July 1899, the Royal Artillery was divided into three groups: the
Royal Horse Artillery and Royal Field Artillery comprised one group,
while the Coastal Defence, Mountain, Siege and Heavy artillery were
split off into another group named the Royal Garrison Artillery. The
third group continued to be titled simply Royal Artillery, and was
responsible for ammunition storage and supply. The RFA and RHA
both dressed as mounted soldiers, whereas the RGA dressed like
foot soldiers. The First World War brought with it a massive expanse
of the Royal Artillery By 1917 there were 1,769 batteries in over 400
brigades totalling 548,000 men.
In 1920 the rank of Bombardier was instituted in the Royal Artillery.
The three sections effectively functioned as separate corps. This
arrangement lasted until 1924, when the three amalgamated once
more to became one regiment. The Royal Horse Artillery, which has
always had separate traditions, uniforms and insignia, still retains a
separate identity within the regiment, however, and is considered, by
its members at least, to be an élite.
Before the Second World War, Royal Artillery recruits were required
to be at least 5 feet 4 inches tall and men in mechanised units had to
be at least 5 feet 8 inches tall. In 1938, the Royal Artillery Brigades
were renamed Regiments. In the Second World War over a million
men were serving in over 960 Gunner regiments. With the coming of
peace the Gunners reduced to 250,000 men and 365 batteries in 106
regiments.
At the beginning of 1939 the regular and TA strength of the Royal
Artillery totalled about 105,000. In mid 1943 the RA reached its peak
strength, some 700,000 strong (about 26% of total British Army
strength and about the same size as the Royal Navy), including
about 5% officers, in some 630 regiments, 65 training regiments and
six officer cadet training units.
These included 130 regiments converted from TA infantry and
yeomanry often retaining their previous regimental title as part of
their artillery unit designation as well as badges and other
accoutrements. However, the strength of the field branch (including
anti-tank) in mid 1943 was about 232,000. The Regiment suffered
some 31,000 killed during the course of the war.
Of the 630 or so regiments about 240 were field artillery, excluding
about 60 anti-tank.
At the end of the Second World War, the RA was larger than the
Royal Navy. In 1947 the Riding Troop RHA was renamed The King's
Troop RHA, and in 1951 the appointment of regiment’s Colonel-in-
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Chief became Captain General. Following the end of National
Service and the Cold War, the Royal Artillery fell further to its lowest
strength since the 1820s; 14 Regular and 7 Territorial Artillery
Regiments.
The Royal Artillery Prayer
O Lord Jesus Christ,
Who dost everywhere lead thy people in the way of righteousness,
Vouchsafe so as to lead the Royal Regiment of Artillery,
That wherever we serve, on land or sea or in the air,
We may win the glory of doing thy will
Amen

Collection:
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WWII Daily reports (missing, dead, wounded & POWs) - Exclusive

Lt Col

John Berchmans ‘Bertie’ Minch

Entry:
Date of Birth: 29/07/1890
Class of:

1908

Date of Death:

08/11/1942

Age at death: 52

Services: Royal Army Medical Corps
Head Boy:
Sports Photos:

Rugby for Ireland

Siblings or descendants at Prior:

From CWGC: Lt Col Minch, service number 14417, died on 8/11/1942
and is buried at the Delhi War Cemetery
Lieutenant Colonel John Berchmans Minch was the second son of
Matthew Joseph Minch MP JP of Rockfield House, Athy. His father was
Member of Parliament for South Kildare from 1892 to 1903 and owned
Minch Malt, the largest maltsters in Ireland, at Athy. He was educated at
Prior Park College Bath and graduated MB BCh at the National University
of Ireland in 1914, and was also a Bachelor in the Art of Obstetrics. He was
an all round sportsmen, a fine horseman, a good cricketer and tennis
player. He represented Ireland at Rugby football in 1913 and 1914, and at
cricket having played for the Gentlemen of Ireland. He was also a member
of the Barbarians.
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Lieutenant Colonel John Berchmans Minch was commissioned a
Lieutenant in the Royal Army Medical Corps Special Reserve on 15
September 1914 and mobilized on 30 September. He was promoted
Captain on 1 April 1915 and took a regular commission on 1 November
1919. During the Great War he served in the operations against the
Mohmands and Swatis, being awarded the 1914–15 Star, British War and
Victory Medals.
His obituary in the Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps describes
him as one of the real characters of the Corps.
Paddy was one of the real characters of the Corps and the stories of his
doings and sayings were many and varied and the recounting of any of
them always seemed to draw out the story of a fresh one. Like most
Irishmen he was very fond of a horse and did a lot of racing, some of it
very successful and most of it amusing, both as an official and an owner in
India and Malta. As a rider to hounds he had few superiors, his eye for
country, horsemanship and thrust keeping him well to the front. Even in
later years, when increasing weight made finding suitable mounts more
difficult, he carried on, his beloved Matt, sending over suitable animals
from Ireland, which Paddy kept at the head of the hunt. At golf he was an
amusing companion for anyone who did not take the game too seriously,
and at tennis he and his wife were worthy opponents for most people. As
a friend Paddy was beyond compare; loyal and affectionate.1
Lieutenant Colonel John Berchmans Minch of Curzon Park Chester died
in India on 8 November 1942. He was buried at Delhi War Cemetery. He
left a widow and a son.
Service Record — John Berchmans Minch
28 July 1914 Start of the Great War.
4 Aug 1914 Britain declares war on Germany.
15 Sept 1914 Obtained a Special Reserve (SR) Commission as Lieutenant
RAMC.
30 Sept 1914 Mobilised to 31 October 1919 (5 years 47 days).
1 Apr 1915 Appointed Captain RAMC SR.
1915–1921 Served on the North West Frontier British India and in the
operations against the Mohmands and Swatis.
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1 Nov 1919 Granted a Permanent Regular Army Commission as a
Captain RAMC antedated to 15 March 1918 but with no extra pay or
allowances for the period of antedate.
1923–1927 Served in India.
15 Sept 1926 Promoted Major RAMC.
6 Nov 1929 Birth of a son at the Louise Margaret Nursing Home
Aldershot to Dorothy Minch wife of Major J B Minch.
Dec 1930–Dec 1931 Served in Palestine.
Malta 10 Dec 1931 Arrived from Palestine.
Malta June 1932 Elected Captain of the Cricket Team.
Malta 12 July 1933 Home leave.
27 Oct 1933 Returned from leave.
Malta 1934 On garrison duty.
Malta 2 Aug 1935 Home leave.
Malta 3 Sept 1935 Returned from leave.
Malta 25 Nov 1935 Returned to England.
8 Jan 1938 Promoted Lieutenant Colonel RAMC.
1938–1939 Commanding Officer British Military Hospital Madras.
1939–1941 Commanding Officer British Military Hospital Wellington.
1941 Commanding Officer British Military Hospital Ranikhet.
1941–1942 Commanding Officer Prisoner of War Camp Hospital India.
8 Nov 1942 Died in India; was buried at Delhi War Cemetery.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

John Berchmans

Initials:

JB
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Surname:

Minch

Nationality:

British

Resided
Country:

Eire.

Date of Death:

08/11/1942

Information:

M.B.

Rank:

Lieutenant Colonel

Service Number:

14417

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, John Berchmans Minch was entitled
to the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal
was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that John Berchmans Minch was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
John Berchmans Minch would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Army Medical Corps

Archive
Reference:

WO 304/20

Commemorated:

Britain

Place of Death:

India

Royal Army Medical Corps during World War
2
More information about Royal Army Medical Corps
Formed: 1898
The Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) is a specialist corps in the
British Army which provides medical services to all British Army
personnel and their families in war and in peace. Together with the
Royal Army Veterinary Corps, the Royal Army Dental Corps and
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Queen Alexandra's Royal Army Nursing Corps, the RAMC forms the
British Army's essential Army Medical Services.
The RAMC does not carry a Regimental Colour or Queen's Colour,
although it has a Regimental Flag. Nor does it have battle honours,
as elements of the corps have been present in almost every single
war the army has fought. Because it is not a fighting arm, under the
Geneva Conventions, members of the RAMC may only use their
weapons for self-defence. For this reason, there are two traditions
that the RAMC perform when on parade:
Officers do not draw their swords - instead they hold their scabbard
with their left hand while saluting with their right.
Other Ranks do not fix bayonets.
Unlike medical officers in some other countries, medical officers in
the RAMC (and the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force) do not use the
"Dr" prefix, in parentheses or otherwise, but only their rank, although
they may be addressed informally as "Doctor".
Collections:

UK, Army Roll of Honour, 1939-1945
The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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Buy This Collection on CD

John Joseph Patrick O’Brien
Entry: Gossip Bowl Dec 1939
Date of Birth:
Class of:

24/04/1911

1927

Date of Death:

22/06/1941

Age at death: 30

Services: Royal Army Service Corps
Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior: Oswald O’Brien ?, brother.

Jack O’Brien was a native of Wallasey on the banks of the Mersey. He was
born on the 24th April, 1911, and in December 1922 came with his brother
Oswald to St. Brendans in Clifton. When Prior Park was re-opened in
September 1924 he was one of the seventy five boarders who transferred
from St Brendan’s. It was destined to be for him a trying term as a week
or two after the opening he was down with a severe attack of diphtheria
and had to be sent to the Isolation Hospital which fortunately is quite near
to the College, and for a time it was very doubtful if he would recover.
However, by careful nursing he was got round and after a lengthy period
of convalescence resumed his school course.
He was a good sport and in rugby and cricket was in the school teams. In
athletics particularly he was prominent and won many prizes as sprinter.
He was well forward in his studies also and got his School Certificate in
1927. Amongst his class fellows he was a great favourite.
When the war broke out he joined up and was sent overseas in 1941 and
on 22nd June the same year he was killed in action. He was first reported
as “missing” but later the War Office informed his father that it was
officially assumed that he had been killed. May he rest in peace!
To Mr O’Brien and his family we offer our very sincere sympathy.
On CWGC: John Joseph Patrick O’Brien as a driver T/221778 in the Royal
Army Service Corps and is buried at the Alamein Memorial in Egypt. Son
of Arthur Patrick and Florence E O’Brien.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

John Joseph Patrick

Initials:

JJP

Surname:

O'Brien

DOB:

Circa 1911

Age:

30

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

22/06/1941

Information:

Parents: Arthur Patrick and Florence E. O'Brien, of Wallasey,
Cheshire.

Rank:

Driver

Service Number:

T/221778

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, John Joseph Patrick O'Brien was
entitled to the War Medal 1939-1945. This
medal was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that John Joseph Patrick O'Brien was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
John Joseph Patrick O'Brien would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. Also the award of
a gallantry medal or “Mention In
Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt rosette was worn
on the medal ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Army Service Corps

Battalion:

13 Corps Ammunition Park (Why is this important?)

Commemorated:

Britain

Royal Army Service Corps during World War
2
More information about Royal Army Service Corps
THE ROLE OF THE RASC.
Military Training Pamphlet No23 Part 1.
The role of the RASC in the field falls into two main parts, supply
and transport.
Supply.
Supply embraces the provision of food, petrol and lubricants, fuel
and light, hospital supplies and disinfectants.
Transport.
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Transport is concerned with the conveyance of the above supplies,
together with ammunition, engineer stores, ordnance stores and
post, from railhead, or from base if no railhead exists, to all units of
a field force.
In addition RASC units are provided for the carriage of infantry,
tanks and heavy bridging equipment. The mechanical transport of
medical and certain other units is also found and operated by the
RASC.
To enable these services to be undertaken effectively, the RASC
are responsible for the provision, repair, and maintenance of their
own mechanical transport.
General Transport Companies are allotted to divisions for the
transport of ammunition, supplies and petrol. Similar companies are
allotted to higher formations and for employment in Line of
Communication areas as required.
Personnel of the RASC are trained to fight as infantry and RASC
units are responsible for their own local defence.

DIVISIONAL RASC
The role of the RASC companies was to keep the front line units
supplied. In order to do this there were three different operations
which were carried on simultaneously.
By the end of the campaign it was usual to have a company
assigned to supplies, another to petrol and a third to ammunition.
Early in the campaign it was more usual to have companies serving
brigades and have those companies each assign a platoon to
supplies, petrol and ammunition. Cleary the brigade company
allowed the brigade to operate independently and was well suited to
the rapid advances of armoured divisions. In the large, and often
fairly static, armies of the winter of 1944/45 the commodity company
was more efficient. The supply system was overhauled in the
autumn of 1944 when it became common for transport from army
level to deliver to division refilling points and thus cut out a stage of
loading and unloading.
The transport of supplies.
The transport was divided into two echelons which operated a two
day turn around system. The major item was rations. These were
fairly constant and were delivered daily. Because there were slight
variations in the strength of units from day to day each unit had to
make a ration return stating how many rations would be required in
four days time. There was always a days rations with the unit, a
days rations on the second line transport and a third days rations on
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the third line transport so that the rations being requested today
would leave railhead tomorrow.
- Supplies would be delivered to the divisional refilling point by corps
transport units.
- Empty lorries would travel in convoy to the divisional supply
refilling point and collect supplies. The lorries from each brigade
would load the supplies for their own brigade.
- Loaded lorries would travel, preferably by a different route to avoid
congestion, from the divisional refilling point to the unit supply points
where units first line transport would collect the supplies. There
would usually be a rendezvous point where the lorries for each
brigade were met by motorcyclists who guided them to the supply
point which might have moved or might be difficult to find in the
dark.
- Once unloaded the supply lorries would collect any salvage in the
form of returnable crates, cans, sacks etc. and then return.
- Somewhere on the return route was a reporting centre manned by
the echelon commander and personnel and vehicles from company
headquarters. Here the section and platoon commanders would
report that their mission was complete. Here they could also get
refreshment and repairs before returning to a company
headquarters for rest and a meal.
- Company Headquarters would be sited close to the divisional
refilling point and clerks would be provided to check the items being
loaded by relief crews. Clerks and loaders would also be provided
by the third line transport to handle items being unloaded. Supply
Platoons were also available to assist with supply matters.

The transport of petrol.
The system for the transport of petrol differed form that for supplies
because all petrol was alike and was not perishable. There was no
need for two echelons working a two day turn round.
- Supplies of petrol were delivered to the divisional petrol refilling
point by corps transport where it was held on wheels until collected
by the divisional transport as required. The corps RASC held a
reserve sufficient to move the entire division 25miles.
- Forward of the divisional refilling point was a holding point where
the second line transport held a reserve on wheels sufficient to
move the entire division 50 miles. Second line vehicles also ran a
shuttle service from the holding point to unit supply points so that
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petrol was always available when required.
- On return journeys lorries should carry salvage in the form of
empty jerricans. All petrol was in cans and a 3ton lorry could carry
160 jerricans.
- There was less need of clerks, although deliveries were monitored
so that fresh supplies could be ordered.

The transport of ammunition.
The system for the transport of ammunition was similar to that for
petrol. Again the loads were not perishable and demand fluctuated.
However petrol and ammunition were always kept separate. This
was an absolute rule since ammunition was usually safe to handle
and transport but petrol fires would cause it to explode.
- Supplies of ammunition were delivered to the divisional
ammunition refilling point by corps transport where it was held on
wheels until collected by the divisional transport as required. The
corps RASC held a reserve.
- Forward of the divisional refilling point was a holding point where
the second line transport held a reserve on wheels. Second line
vehicles ran a shuttle service from the holding point to unit supply
points where ammunition was always available.
- On return journeys lorries should carry salvage in the form of
empty ammunition boxes and cases, packing tubes, and shells that
have been unpacked but not used. This latter made it necessary for
lorries returning to the divisional filling point to be diverted to a
salvage depot where returned ammunition could be handled by
RAOC personnel.
- A General Duties platoon was available to assist with loading and
unloading ammunition.
- It was a principle of ammunition supply that it should move forward
automatically and need not be indented for. Clerks were required to
record amounts issued, and units made returns of ammunition
expenditure, so that replacement stocks could be provided.
- At times of heavy artillery ammunition expenditure divisional lorries
could deliver direct to gun lines and dump ammunition on the
ground.

Note: The term railhead can also cover Beachhead and or Airhead.
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The divisional transport units should not be considered in isolation.
In fact there was a smooth overlapping system in which corps or
army units delivered supplies to the divisional units. At the divisional
refilling points there were both corps and divisional personnel who
worked very closely with each other. At the other end of the
divisional transport system there were unit echelon lorries operating
under brigade control waiting to receive loads from the brigade
transport companies RASC.
The system was sufficiently flexible to cope with rapid movements.
When fighting units advanced many miles a day the supply system
was able to maintain a steady flow. In the advance petrol was
essential and the supply was ensured by
- vehicles starting with full tanks,
- by units transport carrying a refill,
- by the RASC company reserve on wheels moving just behind the
units,
- by the shuttle of RASC lorries keeping the rolling reserve
replenishe

Added on 15/04/2010
The Royal Army Service Corps (RASC) was a corps of the British
Army. It was responsible for land, coastal and lake transport; air
despatch; supply of food, water, fuel, and general domestic stores
such as clothing, furniture and stationery (but not ammunition and
military and technical equipment, which were the responsibility of
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps); administration of barracks; the
Army Fire Service; and provision of staff clerks to headquarters
units.

Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Pilot Officer

Lawrence Beresford O’Reilly

Entry:
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1918

1935?

Date of Death:

10/07/1941

Age at death: 23

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserve
Sports Photos:

Rugby 1933 and 1934
Cricket 1934 and 1935
Hockey 1934 and 1935 (Vice Capt)

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Beresford O'Reilly who was at the Royal Veterinary College, London,
before joining the RAF is now a fully fledged Pilot Officer in a Bomber
Squadron. He passed out second place after completing his training in S
Rhodesia.
From CWGC:
Pilot Officer 62292, date of death 10/7/1941 at age 23. He was in RAF
volunteer Reserves and is buried and on the Boulogne Memorial. Son of
Lawrence Bernard and Florence Ester O’Reilly from Harrow, Middx.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Lawrence Beresford

Initials:

LB

Surname:

O'Reilly

DOB:

Circa 1918

Age:

23

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

10/07/1941

Information:

Parents: Lawrence Bernard and Florence Esther O'Reilly, of Kenton,
Harrow, Middlesex.

Rank:

Pilot Officer

Rank (2nd):

Pilot

Service Number:

62292
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Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Lawrence Beresford O'Reilly was
entitled to the War Medal 1939-1945. This
medal was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Lawrence Beresford O'Reilly was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Lawrence Beresford O'Reilly would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. Also the award of
a gallantry medal or “Mention In
Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt rosette was worn
on the medal ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Battalion:

7 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Commemorated:

Britain
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Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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Pilot Officer

Ralph Paul Joseph Osborne

Entry: Gossip Bowl Dec 1940
Date of Birth:
Class of:

15/09/1916

1933

Date of Death:

15/07/1940

Age at death: 23

Services: RAF
Sports Photos:

Rugby 1932
Hockey 1933

Siblings or descendants at Prior:

The sad news of the death of Pilot Officer Ralph P J Osborne reached us
as our last number of the Magazine was in the press, and we were
consequently able only to insert a short notice stating the event.
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Ralph Paul Joseph Osborne was born at Weston-super-Mare on
September 15th 1916, and at the age of thirteen came to Prior Park in
January 1930. He was studious and even-tempered, a pleasant companion
and popular with his classfellows. He did well at his examinations,
gaining in 1931 second Honours in Junior Oxford Locals with Distinction
in Latin and French; in 1933 he again got Distinction in the same two
subjects and a School Certificate with Honours. At Sports, 1932, he was
first in 100 yards (over 15) and in 1933 was included in the 1st XI Hockey
and was first in the Long Jump (over 15). These attainments show that he
was well developed in body and mind when in July 1933 he bade farewell
to the College which he visited frequently during his years at Oscott. He
was, however, not cut out for the priestly life and with regret left Oscott in
1937 and early in 1938 joined the RAF, was trained at Yatesbury, getting
his Commission later in the year and doing his advanced training at Abu
Sueir on the Suez Canal. He was then posted to the 216 Heavy Bomber
Transport Squadron in Heliopolis and Cairo and was with them nineteen
months till his death. In November 1939 he came home with a crew of
five, one other officer as second pilot and three other ranks, and took out
a new “Bombay” as Captain of Aircraft. They left on December 3 rd, 1939,
in very bad weather and made a forced landing about 100 miles this side
of Marseilles. The French people treated them splendidly and they
enjoyed their short stay in France. “We understood”, writes his father,
“that by this time he was senior Pilot Officer of the Squadron and first pilot
on this very large machine. Since then I understand that among other jobs
they patrolled the pipe line to Irak. Ralph also flew General Wavell, the Cin-C, on a tour of the Egyptian Defences on one occasion, but as you know
he was naturally reticent and we shall never know of some of his most
interesting experiences….
It appears however, that on July 15th 1940, he was returning from a night
bombing raid presumably in Libya, when the plane struck an escarpment
twenty five miles south of Mersa Matruth. We have since learned that on
this particular raid he was acting as second pilot, presumably there was a
senior officer in charge and piloting the machine. He and the wireless
operator are recovering from their injuries but Ralph and the rest of the
crew were killed outright. He was buried in the Military Cemetery at Cairo
by the Catholic chaplain.
The Commanding Officer of the Squadron, Wing Commander Chichester,
wrote me a short note saying that “His quiet manner and great good
nature had endeared him to all ranks.” Flight-Lieut. Boyd who wound up
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his affairs told us that he had reason to know that he was good at his job
and ‘a great loss to the Service’ and that the sales of his effects ‘reflected
his great popularity with his Squadron.’
My wife has had two delightful letters from a French family who had
entertained Ralph a good deal and they speak very highly of him and say
he was the happiest man they had ever met.
“His devotion to his mother was something to be wondered at and his
remarkable unselfishness made him very much loved not only by us but
by all his friends and relatives. Our great grief is compensated largely be
a great pride. He gave his splendid young life for us all.”
This last paragraph of Mr Osborne’s letter expresses the feelings of all of
us who knew Ralph at school – his unselfishness was outstanding and has
had its reward in the generous prayers offered for the repose of his dear
soul by his masters and comrades both at Prior Park and at Oscott. His
generosity in giving his life for his king and for us all will surely be
remembered by the King of Kings in rewarding one who lived such a good
life and died such a noble death. RIP.
From CWGC: Pilot Officer 40741. Died on 15/7/1940 at 23. From 216
Squadron in RAF. Buried in Cairo. Son of Ralph and Veronica Osborne.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Ralph Paul Joseph

Initials:

RPJ

Surname:

Osborne

DOB:

Circa 1917

Age:

23

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

15/07/1940

Information:

Parents: Ralph and Veronica Mary Osborne, of Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset.

Rank:

Pilot Officer

Rank (2nd):

Pilot

Service Number:

40741

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
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As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Ralph Paul Joseph Osborne was
entitled to the War Medal 1939-1945. This
medal was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals

1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Ralph Paul Joseph Osborne was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Ralph Paul Joseph Osborne would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. Also the award of
a gallantry medal or “Mention In
Despatches” also produced the award of
this medal, regardless of their service
duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a silver-gilt rosette was worn
on the medal ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

Royal Air Force

Battalion:

216 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Commemorated:

Britain

Collection:

The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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Sergeant

Geoffrey Peter Pike

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1941
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1915

1932

Date of Death:

03/03/1941

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserve
Sports Photos:

Rugby 1931

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Age at death: 26

Geoffrey Pike who had been listed as missing early in March last (1941)
has been definitely stated to have lost his life at that time. He has been
engaged on a bombing expedition over Brest and on the return journey
was in wireless connection with his base but failed to reach land. An
observer corps had seen a plane dive into the sea at a time which proved
to be about half an hour after the wireless message; a launch was sent out
but no trace could be found. It is assumed that as his machine was
observed at a considerable distance from his headquarters it must have
been damaged by gun fire and he was making for the nearest land.
Geoffrey had left Prior Park in July 1932 and had passed School Certificate
the previous year. He was a member of the Council of the Sodality, was in
the College XV 1931-1932, was a good student, a pleasant companion and
always ready to take his part in any sporting expedition that was afoot. It
is a very great satisfaction to us and a great source of consolation to his
family that he had always lived up to his religion – this is the only thing
that brings permanent content in life, and is the only thing that matters at
death. May he rest in peace.
From CWGC: Sergeant Pike, 902481 died on 03/03/1941, age 26. He was
RAF Volunteer Reserve with 115 Squadron and is commemorated at the
Runnymede memorial. Son of Lt Col Cuthbert Joseph Pike CBE, DL and
Dorothy Margaret Pike of Hook, Hampshire.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Geoffrey Rochfort

Initials:

GR

Surname:

Pike

DOB:

Circa 1915

Age:

26

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

03/03/1941
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Incident Date:

03/03/1941

Information:

SON OF LT.-COL. CUTHBERT JOSEPH PIKE, C.B.E., D.L., AND
DOROTHY MARGARET PIKE, OF HOOK, BASINGSTOKE,
HAMPSHIRE.

Rank:

Sergeant

Service Number:

902481

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Geoffrey Rochfort Pike was entitled to
the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Geoffrey Rochfort Pike was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Geoffrey Rochfort Pike would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
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silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Air Crew Europe Star
The Air Crew Europe Star Campaign medal
of the British Commonwealth was awarded
to Geoffrey Rochfort Pike for service in
World War Two. This medal was awarded
to Commonwealth aircrew who participated
in operational flights over Europe, from UK
bases or for operational flying from the UK
over Europe, between the period 3rd
September 1939 to 5th June 1944.
The recipient Geoffrey Rochfort Pike would
have been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. The award of a
gallantry medal or “Mention In Despatches”
also produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration. Buy
Medals

Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Squadron:

115 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Commemorated:

Runnymede Memorial

Collections:

Bomber/Fighter Command Losses 1939-1945
The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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Aircraftman 1st Class

Peter Cecil Rose

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1942
Date of Birth:
Class of:

22/03/1922

1939

Date of Death:

26/06/1942

Age at death: 20

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserves
Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior: George H Rose, brother.
Born at Dorchester on March 22nd 1922, Peter Cecil Rose was the second
son of Mr and Mrs G S Rose, who business premises – The Dorset Press –
are in that town. For a few years Peter attended the local Grammar School
and at the age of thirteen passed in September 1935 to Prior Park where
his elder brother Captain George H Rose, RA had been a few years
previously. He took his part in games and sports and developed into a
good Rugby player, but never to the neglect of his studies. During his
holidays he used to play with the West Dorset Rugby Club, of which his
brother was a member. He left school in July 1939. Shortly afterwards he
became a member of the Weymouth Sailing Club and became the owner
of a Falcon in which he won his second race.
In order to equip himself to take his part in his father’s business he entered
the London School of Printing, but owing to the outbreak of war the course
was cancelled and he was shortly afterwards enrolled in the RAF, but was
not called up till December 1940. He had his last home leave in March
1942 and in June lost his life as a member of a crew in a non-operational
flight.
His Wing Commander has written of him: “ He was a type we can ill spare.
He was popular among his comrades and his loss is felt by all. “
His character is well summed up in the Dorset county Chronicle:
“Noteworthy traits in his character were courtesy and consideration for
others. He was highly esteemed by all with whom he was associated….
Hosts of friends lament the loss of a young life so full of promise.” May he
rest in peace.
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From CWGC: Aircraftman 1st Class 1199495. Died on 26/06/1942 and
commemorated in the Runnymede memorial. He was in the RAF
Volunteer Reserve with the 808 Squadron.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Peter Cecil

Initials:

PC

Surname:

Rose

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

26/06/1942

Fate:

Lough Stranford

Incident Details:

Death on war service presumed. Missing when Fulmar X8801
collided with another Fulmar X8804 whilst carrying out section
attacks and dived into Stranford Lough. Four killed.

Incident Date:

26/06/1942

Rank:

Aircraftman 1st Class

Service Number:

1199495

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
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As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Peter Cecil Rose was entitled to the
War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the

enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Peter Cecil Rose was awarded
the 1939-45 Star for operational Service in
the Second World War between 3rd
September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Peter Cecil Rose would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Air Crew Europe Star
The Air Crew Europe Star Campaign medal
of the British Commonwealth was awarded
to Peter Cecil Rose for service in World
War Two. This medal was awarded to
Commonwealth aircrew who participated in
operational flights over Europe, from UK
bases or for operational flying from the UK
over Europe, between the period 3rd
September 1939 to 5th June 1944.
The recipient Peter Cecil Rose would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. The award of a
gallantry medal or “Mention In Despatches”
also produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration. Buy
Medals
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Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Squadron:

808 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Command:

Fleet Air Arm

Aircraft Type:

Fulmar

Aircraft Serial:

X8804

Commemorated:

Runnymede Memorial

Collections:

Bomber/Fighter Command Losses 1939-1945
The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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Bernard Thomas Ryan
Entry: Gossip Bowl July
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1906

1926

Date of Death:

30/03/1944

Age at death: 38

Services: Royal Navy on HMS Laforey
Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior:

Denis J Ryan, brother
C B Ryan, brother

Bernard, brother of Lieut. C B Ryan RAPC and Denis who is serving in the
REME, entered St Brendan’s in 1921 and left Prior Park, July 1926. He
was a promising and industrious student as well as a fine sportsman,
always prominent in athletics, rugby and cricket. When he had passed the
School Certificate an opening presented itself in the National Bank, and
he at once accepted it. Later he was on the staff of the branch at James
Street, Liverpool for a few years before he joined the Navy. He sailed the
seas in the Laforey which was constantly in action along the Italian coast,
sometimes fighting it out with the shore batteries, otherwise she was
engaged in convoy duties; it was in that role that she met her end. Hit in
a vital part she sank quickly, leaving few survivors. That was at the end of
march 1944, when Bernard’s family got word that he was “reported
missing, assumed dead”, and a month later they were informed he “was
missing, assumed dead.” His death was a sad loss as he left a wife and
daughter. His life was a good one and he set a fine example of what a
Catholic should be and so was well prepared for his death. A good death is
the reward of a good life. May he rest in peace!
From CWGC: Bernard Thomas Ryan, service number P/MX 105569
served as a writer on the HMS Laforey. He is commemorated at the
Portsmouth Naval memorial. Son of Thomas Ryan and Elizabeth Ryan
(nee Bowen) and husband of Mary Theresa Ryan (nee Harvey) of Heswell
Cheshire.
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Research Notes: Normally he would have worked in the stores or the
ship's office. At "action stations" he would have been in a damage control
party or assigned to passing ammunition.
HMS Laforey was an L class destroyer leader ("leaders" were slightly
bigger than other ships of their class and had command facilities to control
a destroyer flotilla) built by Yarrow and launched in February 1941. She
had an extremely active war, participating in the heaviest of the naval war
in the Mediterranean.
In March 1944 she was still in the Mediterranean, supporting the landings
at Anzio under the command of Captain H T "Beaky" Armstrong DSO,
DSC RN- one of the Royal Navy's great destroyer captains and tacticians.
On 24 March she was deployed for night interception and anti-submarine
patrols with HMS Grenville (Lt Cdr R Hill DSO RN). On 25 March they
engaged a number of E-boats after picking them up on their
radar. Laforey then returned to Naples. She deployed for another patrol
off the west coast of Italy on 28 March and on 29 March she attacked the
German submarine U-223 (Oberleutnant zur See Peter Gerlach)

which had been detected by HMS Ulster north of Palermo, in company
with the destroyers Tumult, tuscan, Urchin, Hambledon and
Blencathra. The search lasted until 30 March, when after sustaining
several hours of depth charge attacks, U-223 surfaced, and was then
attacked by the destroyers with gunfire at a range of 1,500 yards
(1,400 m). U-223 fought back and was able to fire three torpedoes which
struck Laforey. She sank quickly, resulting in the loss of most of her
company, including her captain. There were only 65 survivors out of the
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247 on board. U-223 was sunk soon afterwards, and the survivors
from Laforey and U-223 were
picked
up
by Blencathra, Hambledon and Tumult. The position of Laforey's wreck
is 38° 54'N, 14° 18'E. In the confusion Laforey's survivors became mixed
up with those from U-223 in the water with the result that some of them
had to go to some lengths to prove their "British-ness" when picked up.
The subsequent Board of Enquiry found that when U-233 surfaced
Laforey's ship's company were not at "action stations" but still at "defence
stations". This meant over half the crew were asleep or resting on their
messdecks. This undoubtedly contributed to the high number of casualties
and the crew's inability to save the ship. The Board also concluded that
Armstrong's decision to illuminate U-223 with the searchlight gave
Gerlach a perfect aiming mark. The Commander in Chief Mediterranean
accepted the Board's findings but decided not to proceed against
Laforey's senior survivor with court martial proceedings.
What had gone wrong? Armstrong was clearly not at his best. But then, he
was probably mentally exhausted, having been in almost continuous
combat since 1939. My hypothesis (Paul Kemp, Class of 1977) would be
that when he heard U-223was coming up, he thought she was surfacing to
surrender- he did not expact Gerlach to fight back.

After the pounding U-223 had received it would have been reasonable to
suppose that her crew were completely demoralised. But "Beaky"
Armstrong was not a specialist anti-submarine warfare (ASW) officer. He
was surface guns and torpedoes specialist. A specialist ASW officer from
Western Approaches command would not have made the same mistake.
He would have turned bows-on to the target (to minimise his profile) and
then rammed it.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Thomas Bernard

Initials:

TB

Surname:

Ryan

DOB:

Circa 1906

Age:

38

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

30/03/1944

Information:

SON OF THOMAS RYAN AND OF ELIZABETH RYAN (NEE
BOWEN); HUSBAND OF MARY THERESA RYAN (NEE HARVEY),
OF HESWALL, CHESHIRE.

Rank:

Writer

Service Number:

P/MX 105569

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Thomas Bernard Ryan was entitled to
the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that Thomas Bernard Ryan was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Thomas Bernard Ryan would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

Royal Navy

Ship:

HMS Laforey

Commemorated:

Britain

Hms Laforey during World War 2
More information about HMS Laforey
Collection:
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Pilot Officer

Robert William Sloan

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1941
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1915

1932

Date of Death:

17/01/1941

Age at death: 26

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserves
Sports Photos:

Rugby 1931 and 1932

Siblings or descendants at Prior: John Sloan, brother
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A dweller in many lands but a Britisher all the time Robert W Sloan was
born at Broken Hill, the famous Australian mining town – his father was
a mining engineer – and spent there the early years of his life to the age
of ten and no doubt owed much of his fine physique to that sunny land.
He came to London in June 1924 and some weeks later left with his
parents for Italy. He then spent three years at Cave del Presil, an historic
mining town in the Corinthian Alps close to the borders of Austria and
Jugoslavia. He attended school there and became proficient in German
and Italian, the languages of the district. Among the snow and ice of these
mountains he became an expert with ski and skate, receiving instruction
in the former from the ski experts of the Italian Alpini; and during the
summer months scaled most of the highest peaks of the district.
But his education called for attention. He and his brother John were
brought to England by their father and mother, and Bob was placed at
Prior Park in September 1927, but John did not enter the College till three
years later. Bob used to spend his holidays in Italy so he became an
experienced traveller before his school days ended; in fact he crossed the
Channel quite forty times in all. The broken nature of his schooling was a
decided barrier in his studies and prevented him from attaining the
success his talents deserved. As might be expected from a well developed
lad he was keen on sports and games, and took off prizes in various athletic
items; in Rugger he was outstanding and in his final year was in the School
1st XV. His position as Treasurer of the College Radio Society was a very
active and keen one giving successful lectures and demonstrations on
quite an ambitious level.
Bob was a great favourite. His keenness, his evenness of temper, his
cheery manner, and his eternal readiness for fun, excitement and schoolboy plots and plans made him beloved by his companions, who felt that
he was a leader amongst them – a leader with brains and good sense.
He left the College in December 1932 and had a holiday in Italy. While
there he visited Rome and had the happiness of being received in audience
by the late Pope Pius XI. Returning to London at the end of the year 1933
he attended the London College of Pharmacy and towards the end of the
following year came to Bristol to take up a position with Messrs. Buxton
and Co of Queen’s Row, in order to learn the practical side of the Chemist
business. In May 1935 he was concerned in the purchase of the business
which he managed until he joined up with the RAF. He did considerable
flying with the civil Air Guard during 1938 and in July 1939 was selected
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for a short service Commission in the RAF. This however, was cancelled
at the outbreak of war and he joined up with the RAF VR and trained in
various camps in England and Scotland during 1940, receiving his
Commission as Pilot Officer in December. He came home on seven days
leave at Christmas and was married on Boxing Day, and left some days
later to take up a Flying Instructor’s course but lost his life on January 17th
1941. The accident occurred during low flying practice, the plane being
pulled over a belt of trees crashed into the hill on the other side. The plane
was in charge of a Canadian Pilot Officer who had 1700 flying hours to his
credit having flown civil planes all over Canada before the war. Since both
officers lost their lives no further light could be thrown on the cause of the
accident.
His being chosen for training as a Flying Instructor showed his power of
leadership was recognised. The promise of boyhood was fulfilled
elsewhere also for we find him managing the tour to Scotland of the British
Bombers Ice Hockey Club during 1938 – a tour intended originally for
Switzerland but cancelled. He was as early as 1937 a most popular member
of the Clifton Club of whose 1st XV pack he was an outstanding member,
possessing splendid physique and skill. Though not a member of Bristol
University he toured with the Rugby team more than once; he was also a
member of Clifton Rowing Club. He was well fitted bodily and
temperamentally to share in any game and to lead when leading was
needful.
As an Old Prior Parker, and of course a member of the Association – even
a member of its committee – he was prominent in the annual Rugby
matches, Old Boys vs School, and keen on everything that concerned the
good of the College or the benefit of the Association. The members of the
Committee at their last meeting expressed their very great regret at the
accident which deprived the Association of so prominent, loyal and useful
a member.
Bob Sloan is a name not likely to be soon forgotten at his school, by the
Old Boys or by those who were privileged to be called his friends. To his
parents the remembrance of so good a son, so efficient in business, so
loving at home and so loved by the many who knew him – all these must
be an abundant consolation and a fruitful source of happy memories. They
can feel that a great volume of prayer has been offered for the repose of
his soul, and that many a time again will be repeated the Church’s
hallowed but simple prayer for the dead – “May he rest in peace.”
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From CWGC: Pilot Officer 89812 from RAF volunteer Reserves is buried
in Upavon Cemetery. Son of Samual Hugh and Catherine Ann Sloan of
Clifton Bristol. Husband of Barbara Florence Sloan of Clifton. Died on 17th
January 1941.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Robert William

Initials:

RW

Surname:

Sloan

DOB:

Circa 1915

Age:

26

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

17/01/1941

Information:

SON OF SAMUEL HUGH AND CATHERINE ANN SLOAN, OF
CLIFTON, BRISTOL; HUSBAND OF BARBARA FLORENCE
SLOAN, OF CLIFTON.

Rank:

Pilot Officer

Service Number:

89812

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Robert William Sloan was entitled to
the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that Robert William Sloan was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Robert William Sloan would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Regiment:

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve

Commemorated:

Britain

Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve during
World War 2
More information about Royal Air Force Volunteer
Reserve
Formed: 1936
The RAFVR was formed in July 1936 to provide individuals to
supplement the Auxiliary Air Force (AAF) which had been formed in
1925 by the local Territorial Associations. The AAF was organised
on a Squadron basis, with local recruitment similar to the Territorial
Army Regiments. Initially the RAFVR was composed of civilians
recruited from the neighbourhoods of Reserve Flying Schools,
which were run by civilian contractors who largely employed as
instructors members of the Reserve of Air Force Officers (RAFO),
who had previously completed a four year short service commission
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as pilots in the RAF. Navigation instructors were mainly former
master mariners without any air experience. Recruits were confined
to men of between 18 and 25 years of age who had been accepted
for part time training as Pilots, Observers and Wireless Operators.
The object was to provide a reserve of aircrew for use in the event
of war. By September 1939, the RAFVR comprised 6,646 Pilots,
1,625 Observers and 1,946 Wireless Operators
When war broke out in 1939 the Air Ministry employed the RAFVR
as the principal means for aircrew entry to serve with the RAF. A
civilian volunteer on being accepted for aircrew training took an oath
of allegiance ('attestation') and was then inducted in to the RAFVR.
Normally he returned to his civilian job for several months until he
was called up for aircrew training. During this waiting period he
could wear a silver RAFVR lapel badge to indicate his status.
By the end of 1941 more than half of Bomber Command aircrew
were members of the RAFVR. Most of the pre-war pilot and
observer NCO aircrew had been commissioned and the surviving
regular officers and members of the RAFO filled the posts of flight
and squadron commanders. Eventually of the "RAF" aircrew in the
Command probably more than 95% were serving members of the
RAFVR.
During 1943, the decision was taken by the Air Ministry to raise an
order for members of the RAFVR to remove the brass and cloth
'VR's worn on the collars and shoulders of officers and other ranks
(respectively), as these were viewed as being divisive. No similar
order was raised for members of the Auxiliary Air Force, who
retained their 'A's on uniforms at that time.
Collection:
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The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection

Flight Officer Robert

Dennis Sullivan

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1944
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1911

1932

Date of Death:

20/02/1944

Age at death: 33

Services: RAF Volunteer Reserves
Sports Photos:

Cricket 1930 TBC
Hockey 1930 TBC
Rugby 1932 TBC

Siblings or descendants at Prior:
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Flight Officer Bob Sullivan has been posted as missing after a bombing
raid in Berlin.
From CWGC: Flying Officer 138898 died on 20/02/1944 was in RAF
Volunteer Reserves with 77 Squadron and is now commemorated at
Runnymede memorial.
Son of Sergeant A M Sullivan QC and Helen Kerly Sullivan of Terenure,
Co Dublin.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

RD

Surname:

Sullivan

Nationality:

British

Fate:

Killed

Incident Date:

19-20/02/1944

Incident Time:

2331

Rank:

Flying Officer

Duty Location:

Leipzig

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
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As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, R D Sullivan was entitled to the War
Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who

had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that R D Sullivan was awarded the
1939-45 Star for operational Service in the
Second World War between 3rd September
1939, and 2nd September 1945.
R D Sullivan would have been awarded this
star if their service period was terminated
by their death or disability due to service.
Also the award of a gallantry medal or
“Mention In Despatches” also produced the
award of this medal, regardless of their
service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal
ribbon to denote the award of this clasp. Buy Medals
Air Crew Europe Star
The Air Crew Europe Star Campaign medal
of the British Commonwealth was awarded
to R D Sullivan for service in World War
Two. This medal was awarded to
Commonwealth aircrew who participated in
operational flights over Europe, from UK
bases or for operational flying from the UK
over Europe, between the period 3rd
September 1939 to 5th June 1944.
The recipient R D Sullivan would have
been awarded this star if their service
period was terminated by their death or
disability due to service. The award of a
gallantry medal or “Mention In Despatches”
also produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration. Buy
Medals
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Service:

Royal Air Force

Station:

Raf Elvington

Squadron:

77 Squadron (Why is this important?)

Crew:

F/O R D Sullivan

Command:

Bomber Command

Aircraft Mark:

V

Aircraft Code:

KN-O

Aircraft Type:

Halifax

Aircraft Serial:

LL143

Commemorated:

Runnymede Mem

Raf Elvington during World War 2
More information about RAF Elvington
Formed: 1940
Disbanded: 1992
The base was originally a grass airfield within No. 4 Group. In the
early 1940s the airfield was entirely reconstructed with three
hardened runways replacing the grass. The base was re-opened in
October 1942 as a station for 77 Squadron RAF and along with RAF
Melbourne and RAF Pocklington was known as "42 Base". The
squadron had a strength of approximately 20 aircraft and initially
used the twin engined Armstrong Whitworth Whitley medium
bomber although this was quickly replaced by the Handley Page
Halifax four engined heavy bomber which was being introduced. 77
Squadron suffered heavy losses during its time at Elvington with
over 500 aircrew killed, missing or taken prisoner and almost 80
Halifaxes lost as it played a major part in the Battle of the Ruhr and
the bombing of Berlin.
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In May 1944 77 Squadron re-located to the newly opened RAF Full
Sutton and was replaced at Elvington by two French squadrons,
numbers 346 "Guyenne" and 347 "Tunisie" who both played a
leading part in the bombing of Germany. Elvington was the only
airfield in the United Kingdom used by the remainder of the Free
French Forces, they also flew Handley Page Halifax heavy bombers
until they moved to Bordeaux in October 1945 where they became
the basis for the new air force of liberated France. In September
1957 a memorial was unveiled in Elvington village dedicated to the
two French squadrons. After the war the 400-acre (1.6 km2) airfield
was transferred to 40 Group Maintenance Command until 1952
when it was greatly enlarged and extended for use by the United
States Air Force.
The United States Air Force built a new 3,094 m (10,152 ft) runway,
which was the longest in the north of England, and a huge 19.8
hectare (49 acre) rectangular hardstanding apron as well as a new
control tower to turn Elvington into a "Basic Operation Platform"
which would have operated as a Strategic Air Command (SAC)
dispersal airfield. After spending £4 million the airfield never became
operational as a SAC base and was abandoned by the US Air Force
in 1958. In the early 1960s the Blackburn Aircraft Company, now
part of British Aerospace used the runway for test flights of the
Blackburn Buccaneer. Elvington retained its status as an RAF relief
landing ground and was used by the RAF flying training schools at
RAF Church Fenton and RAF Linton-on-Ouse until the airfield was
finally closed in March 1992.
Collection:
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Bomber/Fighter Command Losses 1939-1945

George Richard Todd
Entry: Gossip Bowl Dec 1945 and July 1946
Date of Birth:
Class of:

23/04/1912

1925

Date of Death:

01/07/1945

Age at death: 32

Services:
Sports Photos:
Siblings or descendants at Prior: William “Billy” Todd, brother
Thomas Francis “Frank” Todd, brother
Edward “Sparks” Todd, brother
A few weeks before their defeat the Japanese threatened death to all
Christians. Hence “Dick” Todd and a few others of his Congregation
sallied forth in an effort to reach the British lines. Unfortunately he has
not been heard of since – however, there is still hope when one remembers
the nature of the country in the Malay States.
Born 23rd April 1912, George Richard Todd was the youngest of three
brothers who entered in September 1922 the boarding department of St
Brendan’s, Bristol, which was transferred to Prior Park in September
1922. He left the College in July 1925. A younger brother Billy who had
not been at Prior Park was a student at Cambridge and in a motor accident
there was killed. The eldest of those who attended Prior Park, Frank,
became a doctor and surgeon and at the early age of twenty-four was
elected FRCS. His career was full of promise but at the outbreak of war he
at once joined up and within a few weeks was killed in Paris in a collision
with a military lorry. He had been that morning at Mass and Communionhis daily practice.
Dick had become a De La Salle Brother and his mission field was Saigon.
His religious name was Brother Thomas More. He and some of his
brethren were imprisoned by the Japs, but on the eve of their defeat being
under the threat that they were all to be shot some of them including Dick
made their escape in March 1945 but unfortunately four of them were
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recaptured and shot out of hand. This was on 1st July 1945. The son of a
native who had fed them came a few days later and wrapped their bodies
in mats and buried them. Thus Mr and Mrs Todd mourned the loss of a
third son, but ever with Christian fortitude and religious acceptance of the
Holy Will of God. The remaining brother Edward (“Sparks” he was known
at School) is the only remaining son. He is also a brother of the De La Salle
order.
All three brothers were regular correspondents with Prior Park – they
never lost their love of their old School. As recorded elsewhere in this
issue of the magazine their father died rather suddenly quite recently
leaving Eddie, his sister and mother to mourn over and pray for Billy,
Frank, Dick and their father. They may be assured of the College prayers
that God may have mercy on the souls of their dear departed ones and
pour the balm of consolation into the hearts of those left to mourn their
losses. RIP.
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Major

Thomas Francis Todd

Entry: Gossip Bowl Dec 1939
Date of Birth:
Class of:

Sept 1908

1925

Date of Death:

01/12/1939

Age at death: 31

Services: Royal Army Medical Corps
Sports Photos: Rugby 1924-1925 (Hon Sec)
Siblings or descendants at Prior: William “Billy” Todd, brother
George Richard “Dick” Todd, brother
Edward “Sparks” Todd, brother
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"The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away. As it hath pleased the Lord
so is it done. Blessed be the name of the Lord" (Job 1, 21). This text came
to our minds when we heard of the tragic and, to human reasoning, the
untimely death of Major Thomas Francis Todd on December 1st at the age
of 31. That it was God’s Will is the only and sufficient answer to the
question why such a young life and promising career should be cut short.
It was in this spirit that Frank’s parents, brothers and sister, though
overwhelmed with grief, accepted the heavy cross from the hand of God.
Fiat voluntas tua is the refuge as well as the strength of those in sorrow or
suffering.
Major Todd, when in the back seat of a car on the way to his Headquarters,
was struck on the head by a “stationary” lorry which suddenly moved into
the road as the driver of the car had swerved to pass it out. His skull was
fractured, he was rendered immediately unconscious and died before
reaching the nearby hospital. What made the sad accident more poignant
for the parents was that Frank’s youngest brother was killed in exactly
similar circumstances three years ago when travelling with the Cambridge
University Golf team of which he was a member.
Thomas Francis (Frank) Todd, born in London, September 1908, was the
eldest son of Mr and Mrs F E Todd. Mr F E Todd was Inspector of Taxes
in Kilkenny, his wife (nee Shearman) was a native of Kilkenny. Shortly
after their marriage Mr Todd was transferred to England.
Frank, with his brothers Eddie and Dick, was educated at Prior Park; he
came to the College (then at St Brendan’s, Bristol) in 1919, and having
passed his Matriculation he proceeded in October 1925 to his medical
studies at London University and Guy’s Hospital. In Prior Park he was
remarkable for his ability, assiduity and keen interest in his work – he
always led his class. In games, though not a star, by determination he
became quite good at cricket, tennis and Rugby; and in athletics he was
ever a trier and would enter for events even when he knew he had no
chance of being placed. It was quite usual when Frank was running in 7th
or 8th in a race to hear his companions say good humouredly “Here comes
old Todd” – but he was impervious to such banter; he was the essence of
good humour and yet he took everything seriously, whether study, class,
recreation or his prayers. It was these characteristics of keenness for
success and freedom from self-consciousness, combined with native
ability, that made his career so outstanding in brilliance.
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At the age of twenty-three he took his MB and MS. The next year he passed
the FRCS examination, but as he was a year too young he had to wait
before being elected to the fellowship at the early age of twenty-five. The
previous year he had taken the post of Ship’s Surgeon on SS Pagu for a
three months’ voyage to Rangoon. In the Indian Ocean a sister ship
signalled that an urgent case on board required a surgeon. They were 600
miles away but met in mid-Ocean the next morning. Dr Todd was
transferred to the other ship and successfully performed the operation for
acute appendicitis.
He held the usual appointments at Guys and was Demonstrator in
Anatomy there. At twenty-five he was Resident Surgeon at Preston Royal
Infirmary, and the next year became house surgeon at the Christie
Hospital and Holt Radium Institute, Manchester. In 1935 he commenced
practice as a consulting gynaecologist in St John Street – the Harley Street
of Manchester. He was also appointed gynaecologist to three hospitals,
was on the honorary staff of the Christie Cancer Hospital, where he was a
Research Fellow, helped to establish the Medico-Legal Society of
Manchester of which he was the first honorary secretary, was a Member
of Gray’s Inn, London, and was shortly to have entered for the Bar
examination.
His reputation in other countries brought him frequent invitations to visit
the Curie Institute in Paris and such other places as New York, Chicago,
Vienna, Copenhagen and Stockholm, to study radium in its applications
to his own sphere of research and other methods of treatment.
In 1939 the British Medical Association awarded him the Hunterian
Lectureship, and a repetition of that honour had been offered to him for
1940. He read a paper on “The Relief of Intractable Pain” before the
Physiological Section of the British Association in Dundee on September
1st 1939, for which he was highly complimented by the President. On
coming from the hall the placard “WAR” caught his eye; he remarked: “For
the past five years I have been working hard to relieve pain. Now they are
going to fill the world as full as possible with agonising pain.” He felt he
must go at once to the front and do his best to continue his work of mercy
in relieving the pain of the wounded. He volunteered for the front
September 2nd and with the rank of major was sent to the base hospital in
France. Little did he think that he was never again to see his home and
friends, little did he imagine that his career which so far had been
phenomenal was to be brought so suddenly to a close. That he left a
fragrant memory behind him is made evident by the universal sympathy
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shown by all who knew him or even knew of him, and it must have been a
great consolation to his family to receive such numerous and sympathetic
letters. We can here give only a few quotations from them:
From the Chaplain, Rev J A Larkin, OSB, CF: “It was a terrible shock to
all of us but I am sure you will be consoled to hear that Frank served my
Mass and went to Holy Communion on the 30th and 1st of December. I saw
a great deal of him here and he was often at Communion during the week
as well as on Sundays. As he lay in the coffin with a rosary in his hands he
looked as happy in death as he did in life. He died before reaching the
hospital but was anointed conditionally and given the Last Blessing.
“I went all over the area and collected the other priests with the result that
we were able to have a full sung Requiem mass with the Absolutions
afterwards. It could not have been carried out with more beauty, and
caused a profound impression on all present.”
From Rev Clifford Howell, SJ, CF (before the War at Holy Name,
Manchester): Most often we talked deeply of medico-moral and
philosophical problems; and in the course of many hours of such
discussions I feel I obtained an insight into his mind and character which
he permitted to very few. I believe I was one of those privileged few who
knew the real Frank that lay underneath the exterior he presented to the
world at large. And what a dear good lovable fellow he was – he had a great
heart and a noble soul as well as a brilliant mind. I loved his hatred of
things that were mean or small or petty, his loathing for cant and
hypocrisy, even his impatience with the sometimes senseless trammels of
restrictive convention.”
From Brevat-Colonel J O Thomas RAMC: “I feel that I should let you
know how deeply we all sympathise with you in the tragic loss of your
brilliant and fine son, and trust that you may find comfort in the
knowledge of what he has accomplished in a short life – for life is to be
measured not in years, but in deeds.
“He was brought by ambulance to our Mess shortly after the accident – as
we were nearest – and was seen at once by one of our surgeons, but death
must have been almost instantaneous….
“….As you know your son rested in the little Chapel where only a few hours
before his death he had made his last Communion – that must be an
unspeakable comfort to you. The funeral on Tuesday was attended by a
large number of officers and men, including many French officers – some
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of the senior officers from hospitals over 20 miles away. The Requiem
Mass was most impressive, the slow march to the British Military
Cemetery (from the last War kept in perfect order) and the service at the
graveside were equally impressive. Rain had been almost incessant, but
for a few hours at the time of the funeral it cleared and the sun was almost
bright.”
From the Secretary, Manchester and District medico Legal Society:
“….We held a meeting on Saturday last and our President Jude Leigh
spoke of the real sense of grief which we felt. It has been said of Frank
that professionally he had stolen a march of ten years on his colleagues.
But for us there was a more personal side. He knew famous people, and
more important still – famous people knew Todd. It was this happy
faculty of making friends with everyone whom he met that enabled the
Society to be formed. He was the first Secretary, and only the tremendous
amount of time and energy which he gave unstintingly enabled the
formation to proceed to its successful conclusion. We all admired and
loved him.”
From Lieutenant Vincent Chadwick, a close friend and doctor of
Manchester: “We’ve had such happy days and evenings congregating in
the billets….he lies peacefully quiet, and I am sure still happy, in the tiny
chapel in the farmyard where yesterday he served, communed and
worshipped. I met him as he came from his devotions, as I went on duty.
He died truly in the faith he loved and cherished. He was clean and pure,
so do not grieve.”
The golden opinions which he gained amongst his contemporaries of the
medical profession will best be seen from the following appreciation
reprinted (with permission) from The Catholic Medical Guardian for
January 1940. This will form a fitting close to our brief sketch of the career
of Frank Todd, a worthy Old Boy of Prior Park and a worthy member of
the Prior Park Association.
An appreciation by Mary Cardwell MD
“There are individuals who seem so much the embodiment of life, that it
appears impossible to believe that death will take them from our midst.
And Frank Todd (‘TF’ to his friends) was one such. Vital, alert, never
seeming to rest, following science wherever she could offer him fresh
knowledge, using the modern means of travel, by sea and by air, always
cheery and full of enthusiasm, always thrusting for adventure into the
unknown, always interesting and attractive – such a one was ‘TF’, now
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lying quiet, and at peace in the little bit of French soil which God chose to
be his last resting place.
Frank Todd possessed the power of friendship to an abundant degree, and
he was so loyal and constant, that he rarely lost a friend by any
misunderstanding. In his company, we are stimulated to thought, to
speech, and to laughter, and a friend writes truly about him that, ‘by his
death it is as if a bright light were put out. There are many who will be
aware of the shadows which this has left.’
By general practitioners he was regarded as a trustworthy, courteous and
competent specialist, one who was above intrigue or base motives, one in
short, worthy of complete confidence.
His patients worshipped him, and after his death, offerings for Masses for
his soul were given by at least fifty poor people upon whom he had
operated during his life in Manchester.
Todd hated insincerity in any form, and sometimes this made him appear
intolerant in scientific discussion, but he was, in fact, very humble
intellectually, and any appearance of an intolerant attitude was but the
manifestation of a mind which always sought for truth. Similarly, he hated
ostentatious piety or obvious philanthropy, and only a few close friends
knew of his charity to the poor – a charity which would insist that shoes
be newly repaired, and suits be sponged and pressed, before ever they
should be given away. He was a man of deep religious feelings, but he hid
these successfully under an exterior of twentieth century savoir faire, and
of social accomplishment, and yet, morning by morning, winter and
summer, and weary though he often was, he attended mass, and received
Holy Communion in the Catholic Church near his rooms. He went to mass
because the Church told him that it was the best way to worship God. To
be at Mass with him was a lesson in profound recollection.
He lived his brief life abundantly and happily, but his intimates knew he
anticipated an early death. His phenomenal success seemed to him too
great to endure for a long lifetime. Probably a truer reason was, that , only
half recognised by himself, his intellect craved for something that life
could not give – that perfection, which is God.
He spent his last few weeks in war service on soil very dear to him, for he
loved France with an ever increasing love, and he was popular and happy,
and made many friends amongst his fellow officers.
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Death came to him on the first Friday in December, swiftly and
instantaneously, but it did not find him unprepared. On that morning, as
on many mornings before, he had served mass and received Holy
Communion in the little Catholic Church near to his hospital, and soon,
the day being still young, he was called to his reward.
‘TF’ left a great professional reputation behind him, but when human fame
has dimmed, as it must, he will be long remembered by many, because he
put first things first, and whatsoever came to his hand he did with all his
might, and with all his strength.
May his soul rest in peace.”
From CWGC: Thomas Francis Todd, Major, service number 93591 died
on 01/12/1939 at the age of 31. He is buried at Mont Huon Military
Cemetery, Le Trepot. He was the son of Frank Ernest and Margaret Mary
Todd of Stockport, Cheshire.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Thomas Francis

Initials:

TF

Surname:

Todd

DOB:

Circa 1908

Age:

31

Birth Town:

London

Resided Town:

Manchester.

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

01/12/1939

Information:

SON OF FRANK ERNEST AND MARGARET MARY TODD, OF
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE. M.S. (LOND.)., F.R.C.S.

Rank:

Major

Rank (2nd):

Acting Lieutenant Colonel

Service Number:

93591
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Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Thomas Francis Todd was entitled to
the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Thomas Francis Todd was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Thomas Francis Todd would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Army Medical Corps

Battalion:

6 General Hospital (Why is this important?)
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Archive
Reference:

WO 304/20

Commemorated:

France

Place of Death:

France and Belgium Campaign, 1939/40

Royal Army Medical Corps during World War
2
More information about Royal Army Medical Corps
Formed: 1898
The Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) is a specialist corps in the
British Army which provides medical services to all British Army
personnel and their families in war and in peace. Together with the
Royal Army Veterinary Corps, the Royal Army Dental Corps and
Queen Alexandra's Royal Army Nursing Corps, the RAMC forms the
British Army's essential Army Medical Services.
The RAMC does not carry a Regimental Colour or Queen's Colour,
although it has a Regimental Flag. Nor does it have battle honours,
as elements of the corps have been present in almost every single
war the army has fought. Because it is not a fighting arm, under the
Geneva Conventions, members of the RAMC may only use their
weapons for self-defence. For this reason, there are two traditions
that the RAMC perform when on parade:
Officers do not draw their swords - instead they hold their scabbard
with their left hand while saluting with their right.
Other Ranks do not fix bayonets.
Unlike medical officers in some other countries, medical officers in
the RAMC (and the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force) do not use the
"Dr" prefix, in parentheses or otherwise, but only their rank, although
they may be addressed informally as "Doctor".
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Sergeant Bernard

Harry Ward

Entry: The Phoenix Book. Page 86.
Date of Birth:
Class of:

1919

1937

Date of Death:

23/06/1943

Age at death: 24

Services: Royal Norfolk Regiment, 6th Battalion
Head Boy:
Sports Photos: None
Research by Paul Kemp: 6th Battalion Royal Norfolk Regiment was a TA
battalion raised around Norwich. In the Second World War it was part of
the 53rd Infantry Brigade (Brigadier C L Duke) as part of the 18th Infantry
Division. For the first two years of the war the battalion was employed on
coastal defence duties in the UK. In the summer of 1941 the Division under
the command of Major-General Merton Beckwith-Smith, sailed for the
Middle East and then Singapore. The Chiefs of Staff, recognising that
Singapore was a lost cause, recommended that the division be not
committed to Singapore but held in India. Churchill (who had other
priorities) overruled them. The battalion arrived in Singapore on 5
February 1942, losing much of its equipment when the troopship Empress
of Asia was bombed and sunk in the approaches to Singapore harbour.
The battalion suffered a further loss when its commanding officer,
(Lieutenant Colonel Ian Lywood) was hospitalised with malaria. He was
later murdered by the Japanese in the massacre at the Alexandra
Hospital). On 15 February 1942 Lieutenant General Ian Percival (GOC
Singapore and probably the least inspiring general in the history of the
British Army) ordered the surrender of the British garrison at Singapore
and so the battalion became prisoners of war. They had been in Singapore
for 10 days.
The men were first held at Changi on Singapore Island but as the Japanese
began to build the Burma Siam Railway, over 61,000 British, Dutch,
Australian and American prisoners of war were moved north to act as
forced labour: 12,621 of them died, a casualty rate of 20%. A critical factor
was that many of the British doctors had little or experience of tropical
medicine and thus were ill prepared to cope with the diseases which
presented themselves. By comparison, the Dutch forces who did have
doctors experienced in tropical medicine had a casualty rate of less than
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half the British and Commonwealth forces. Of the 1800 men in the 53rd
Inf Bde (2nd Cambridgeshire Regiment and 5 & 6th Norfolks), over 600
died.
Casualties were buried were they died in impromptu cemeteries, After the
war Graves Registration Units located these cemeteries, exhumed the
dead and had them reburied in three large CWCG cemeteries
at Kanchanaburi, Thanbayuzayat, and Chungkai..
From CWGC: Service Number 5776821. Buried in Kanchanaburi War
Cemetery in Thailand. Son of William Henry and Mildred Mary Ward of
Sprowston, Norfolk.
From Forces War Records:
First Name:

Bernard Harry

Initials:

BH

Surname:

Ward

DOB:

Circa 1919

Age:

24

Birth Town:

Norwich.

Resided Town:

Norwich.

Nationality:

British

Date of Death:

23/06/1943

Information:

Parents: William Henry and Mildred Mary Ward, of Sprowston,
Norfolk.

Rank:

Serjeant
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Service Number:

5776821

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, Bernard Harry Ward was entitled to
the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal was
awarded to all full time service personnel
who had completed 28 days service
between 3rd September 1939 and the 2nd
September 1945. Eligible personnel who
had been “Mentioned In Despatches”
during the War were entitled to wear a
bronze oak leaf emblem on the ribbon.
Those eligible for a campaign star, yet who
had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by the
enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
Given the information available to us it is
likely that Bernard Harry Ward was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
Bernard Harry Ward would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals

Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Norfolk Regiment

Battalion:

6th Battalion (Why is this important?)
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Archive
Reference:

WO 304/9

Commemorated:

Britain

Place of Death:

Far East

Royal Norfolk Regiment during World War 2
More information about Royal Norfolk Regiment
Formed: 1935
Disbanded: 1959
The Regiment was first formed in 1685 by Henry Cornewall as
Henry Cornewall’s Regiment of Foot during the Monmouth
Rebellion, when James Scott the 1st Duke of Monmouth (the eldest
illegitimate son of Charles II and the current King’s nephew)
unsuccessfully attempted to overthrow the unpopular King James II
but his small force was swiftly put down at the Battle of Sedgemoor.
In 1688 Prince William of Orange was invited to take the throne by
the English Lords and upon his arrival in England James II
abdicated. However, the Regiment’s new colonel Oliver Nicholas
refused to pledge his allegiance to the new King William III and was
replaced by John Cunningham as colonel. The Regiment was soon
in action against its old King when James II attempted to regain his
throne and fought at the Battles of Londonderry, Boyne, Aughrim
and the Siege of Athlone and Limerick. In 1751 the traditional
system of naming Regiments after the current colonel was simplified
with a number assigned according to the Regiments precedence;
therefore Stewart’s Regiment became the 9th Regiment of Foot.
The Regiment went on to serve during the Seven Years War (1754–
1763) and took part in the Capture of Havana moving to the Florida
in 1763 after hostilities ceased and remained there for six years.
Only 300 men remained in 1763 of the 1,000 who had set out a year
earlier, only 20 of which had been killed in action, the remained
were casualties of malaria and yellow fever which ravaged all of the
Regiments in the West Indies at the time. During the American War
of Independence the Regiment were part of Major General John
Burgoyne’s ill fated force until 1777 when he surrendered at his
whole army Saratoga and remained prisoners of war for three years.
In 1782 all British Regiments without Royal titles were awarded
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county titles in order to aid recruitment form that area therefore the
9th became the 9th (East Norfolk) Regiment of Foot. During the
Napoleonic Wars the 9th fought at Roliça, Vimiero and Corunna
before participating in the disastrous Walcheren Campaign. The
Regiment returned to the Peninsula to fight at the Battles of Busaco,
Salamanca, Vittoria, at the Siege of San Sebastián, and at Nive.
The Regiment went on to served during the First Anglo-Afghan War
(1839–1842) and the First Anglo-Sikh War (1845–1846) as well as
fighting at the Siege of Sevastopol during the Crimean War (1853–
1856). In 1857 it was deployed to Japan stationed at Yokohama to
assist in the opening of that port for international trade.
In 1881 as part of the Childers Reforms which restructured the
British army into a network of multi-battalion Regiments. The 9th
managed to avoid amalgamation with another Regiment and
became the Norfolk Regiment. The Regiment was awarded the
Royal title in 1935 as part of the King George V silver jubilee
celebrations becoming the Royal Norfolk Regiment. The Regiment
went on to serve during Third Anglo-Burmese War (1885-87), Anglo
- Boer War (1899–1902) and two World Wars.
In 1959 the regiment was amalgamated with the Suffolk Regiment
to for the 1st East Anglian Regiment. This was further amalgamated
in 1964 it was further merged with The Royal Leicester Regiment,
The Norfolk and Suffolk Regiments, The Duchess of Gloucester’s
Own Lincolnshire Regiment and the Northampton Regiment to form
the Royal Anglian Regiment.
Collections:

UK, Army Roll of Honour, 1939-1945
The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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Major

James Douglas Williams

Entry: Gossip Bowl July 1945
Date of Birth: 1918
Class of:

1935

Date of Death:

12/01/1945

Age at death: 27

Services: Royal Artillery
Head Boy: 1935
Sports Photos:

Rugby 1933, 1934 (Capt) and 1935 (Capt)
Cricket 1934
Hockey 1935 (Capt)

Siblings or descendants at Prior: Richard Williams, brother
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In January 1928 James Douglas Williams entered Prior Park. He was son
of major C S Williams, head of the brakes department of Westinghouse
Works, Chippenham. James was killed in action in Burma on the 12th
January, 1945. His brother Richard went as Lieut. to France on “D-Day”
and shortly afterwards contracted diphtheria, and a form of paralysis of
one side of the body supervened; he is now restored to health but still in
hospital. Thus the bereaved parents had a very heavy burden of sorrow
and anxiety, and very wide sympathy went out to them.
“Jim” had a distinguished course at school. He was “Captain of the School”
in his last year, a member of the Sodality, Captain of the Rugby XV in 1934
and of Hockey XI in 1935. He passed into Woolwich in 1935 and was
commissioned in the Royal Artillery, went to France on the outbreak of
the war, and was evacuated from Dunkirk. He was made Captain and
about June 1943 he went overseas to Burma and then was appointed
Major. Just a few weeks before his 28th birthday he was killed. He was
married but left no family.
To his parents, wife and brother we tender our very sincere sympathy. May
his dear departed soul rest in the peace of God!
From CWGC: Major James Douglas Williams, service number 73020 died
in Burma on 12/01/1945 whilst serving Royal Artillery. He is buried at the
Taukkyan War Cemetery in Burma.
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From Forces War Records:
First Name:

James Douglas

Initials:

JD

Surname:

Williams

Birth Town:

West London

Nationality:

British

Resided County:

Wiltshire.

Date of Death:

12/01/1945

Rank:

Major

Rank (2nd):

Acting Lieutenant Colonel

Service Number:

73020

Campaign
Medals:

War Medal 1939-1945
As with most Armed Forces Serving
Personnel during the conflict of World War
Two, James Douglas Williams was entitled
to the War Medal 1939-1945. This medal
was awarded to all full time service
personnel who had completed 28 days
service between 3rd September 1939 and
the 2nd September 1945. Eligible
personnel who had been “Mentioned In
Despatches” during the War were entitled
to wear a bronze oak leaf emblem on the
ribbon. Those eligible for a campaign star,
yet who had their service cut short by death, wounds or capture by
the enemy, still qualified for this medal. Buy Medals
1939-45 Star
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Given the information available to us it is
likely that James Douglas Williams was
awarded the 1939-45 Star for operational
Service in the Second World War between
3rd September 1939, and 2nd September
1945.
James Douglas Williams would have been
awarded this star if their service period was
terminated by their death or disability due
to service. Also the award of a gallantry
medal or “Mention In Despatches” also
produced the award of this medal,
regardless of their service duration.
Fighter Aircraft Crew who took part in the
Battle of Britain (10 July to 31 October
1940) were awarded the "Battle of Britain"
bar to this medal. In undress uniform, a
silver-gilt rosette was worn on the medal ribbon to denote the award
of this clasp. Buy Medals
Service:

British Army

Regiment:

Royal Artillery

Regiment 2:

Royal Indian Artillery

Battalion 2:

attd. 10 Battery, 4 Field Regiment,

Archive
Reference:

WO 304/6

Commemorated:

Britain

Place of Death:

Burma

Royal Artillery during World War 2
More information about Royal Artillery
Formed: 1716
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The first recorded use of cannon on the battlefield was by Edward III
at the Battle of Crecy in 1346 during the Hundred Years' War. Up to
the eighteenth century, artillery ‘traynes’ were raised by Royal
Warrant for specific campaigns and disbanded again on their
conclusion. This changed on 26 May 1716, when by the Royal
Warrant of George I two regular companies of field artillery, each
100 men strong, were raised at Woolwich, leading to the title "Royal
Artillery" (RA) which was first used in 1720.
On 1 April 1722 these companies were expanded to four, and
grouped with independent artillery companies in Gibraltar and
Minorca to form the Royal Regiment of Artillery, commanded by
Colonel Albert Bogard. In 1741 the Royal Military Academy formed
in the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich (RWA). The regiment expanded
rapidly and by 1757 there were 24 companies divided into two
battalions, as well as a Cadet Company formed in 1741.
During 1748 the Presidential Artilleries of Bengal, Madras and
Bombay, India were formed and then in 1756 saw the creation of
the Royal Irish Regiment of Artillery. The Regiment grew to 32
companies by 1771 organised into four battalions, as well as two
Invalid Companies comprising older and unfit men employed in
garrison duties. 1782 brought the move of the Royal Artillery to RA
Barracks (front parade) on Woolwich Common.
The Napoleonic Wars saw the need to provide fire-support for the
cavalry so a formation of Horse Artillery was created in 1793 with
two troops of Royal Horse Artillery (RHA) being raised, joined by
two more in November 1793. The Royal Irish Artillery was absorbed
into the Royal Artillery in 1801 to produce twelve RHA troops and a
hundred RA companies in 10 battalions. Before 1825 batteries had
been called after their commander's name this was to cease and RA
batteries known by a number and RHA batteries a letter. During
1805 RWA moved to Woolwich Common for all RA and RE officers.
The Crimean War saw the increase of the Royal Artillery to 199
batteries and in 1855 the abolition of the Board Ordnance, which
had until then controlled the Royal Artillery. Thereafter the regiment
came under the War Office along with the rest of the army. A School
of Gunnery was established in Shoeburyness, Essex in 1859. In
1862 the regiment absorbed the artillery of the British East India
Company – 21 horse batteries and 48 field batteries – which
brought its strength up to 29 horse batteries, 73 field batteries and
88 heavy batteries.
On 1 July 1899, the Royal Artillery was divided into three groups:
the Royal Horse Artillery and Royal Field Artillery comprised one
group, while the Coastal Defence, Mountain, Siege and Heavy
artillery were split off into another group named the Royal Garrison
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Artillery. The third group continued to be titled simply Royal Artillery,
and was responsible for ammunition storage and supply. The RFA
and RHA both dressed as mounted soldiers, whereas the RGA
dressed like foot soldiers. The First World War brought with it a
massive expanse of the Royal Artillery By 1917 there were 1,769
batteries in over 400 brigades totalling 548,000 men.
In 1920 the rank of Bombardier was instituted in the Royal Artillery.
The three sections effectively functioned as separate corps. This
arrangement lasted until 1924, when the three amalgamated once
more to became one regiment. The Royal Horse Artillery, which has
always had separate traditions, uniforms and insignia, still retains a
separate identity within the regiment, however, and is considered,
by its members at least, to be an élite.
Before the Second World War, Royal Artillery recruits were required
to be at least 5 feet 4 inches tall and men in mechanised units had
to be at least 5 feet 8 inches tall. In 1938, the Royal Artillery
Brigades were renamed Regiments. In the Second World War over
a million men were serving in over 960 Gunner regiments. With the
coming of peace the Gunners reduced to 250,000 men and 365
batteries in 106 regiments.
At the beginning of 1939 the regular and TA strength of the Royal
Artillery totalled about 105,000. In mid 1943 the RA reached its peak
strength, some 700,000 strong (about 26% of total British Army
strength and about the same size as the Royal Navy), including
about 5% officers, in some 630 regiments, 65 training regiments and
six officer cadet training units.
These included 130 regiments converted from TA infantry and
yeomanry often retaining their previous regimental title as part of
their artillery unit designation as well as badges and other
accoutrements. However, the strength of the field branch (including
anti-tank) in mid 1943 was about 232,000. The Regiment suffered
some 31,000 killed during the course of the war.
Of the 630 or so regiments about 240 were field artillery, excluding
about 60 anti-tank.
At the end of the Second World War, the RA was larger than the
Royal Navy. In 1947 the Riding Troop RHA was renamed The
King's Troop RHA, and in 1951 the appointment of regiment’s
Colonel-in-Chief became Captain General. Following the end of
National Service and the Cold War, the Royal Artillery fell further to
its lowest strength since the 1820s; 14 Regular and 7 Territorial
Artillery Regiments.
The Royal Artillery Prayer
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O Lord Jesus Christ,
Who dost everywhere lead thy people in the way of righteousness,
Vouchsafe so as to lead the Royal Regiment of Artillery,
That wherever we serve, on land or sea or in the air,
We may win the glory of doing thy will
Amen

Collections:

UK, Army Roll of Honour, 1939-1945
The IWGC/CWGC Registers Collection
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A BOY'S WARTIME EXPERIENCE

(EXCERPT FROM THE BATH BLITZ MEMORIAL PROJECT.)
I was 11yrs old and the year was 1940. My two brothers, Tony and Dennis
and myself were attending Widcombe Junior School. Our summer
holidays that year were overshadowed by talk of the believed inevitable
invasion of Great Britain by the German forces. France had fallen and the
Battle of Britain was taking place.
At our ages it was both an exciting and scary time. I can remember the
local Home Guard being very active at that time, but everyone tried to
carry on as normal as possible. It could not have been easy for most
adults in those uncertain days.
We were all aware that a German invasion was likely because we had
witnessed the Home Guard and the Air Raid Wardens carrying out their
training. Heaps of stone and timber had been spaced at intervals in the
fields to foil the enemy gliders and paratroopers, and there were road
blocks everywhere. I used to read the daily papers avidly in those days,
about the bombing of London and other cities.
At 11 years of age I was the eldest, my brothers being ten and eight. One
of our favourite 'playgrounds' at that time was Prior Park gardens. We
and our friends played on the lake and in the woods regularly. When the
staff and pupils were on their August vacation, we were left free to roam.
There was in those days, an old punt at the side of the lake. We used to
cut sticks from the woods, sharpen them to a point and try spearing fish
from the boat, (we never caught anything). The punt had a leak at one
end so we made our young friend Robert stuff one of his socks into the
hole and also used a tin can to bale the water out.
We could also swing from the creepers that hung down from the trees,
playing at being 'Tarzan'. You might say that this was how this particular
event came about. It was whilst we were swinging around in the
woodland that my brother Dennis, scraping his foot along the rough
ground, exposed part of an iron ring in the undergrowth. On clearing
away the earth, we found the ring was attached to a wooden hatch cover.
Of course, being curious we pulled the cover up and discovered a deep
shaft with a vertical wooden ladder going down about ten feet. More and
more intrigued we went down the ladder and at the bottom was a dug out
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room measuring about 8ft by 5ft. At one end of the room was a table and
on it, in the gloom, Tony found a storm lantern. I always had matches in
my pockets in those days so I lit the lantern.
We looked around in great surprise. There were chairs around the table,
and along one wall were about four bunk beds. The biggest shock we had
though was discovering guns and ammunition in boxes along the
opposite wall. Then Tony shouted, "Hey, this lamp was made in
Germany!" There it was clearly stamped on the lamp. So that was it, we
had discovered a German spy hideout! But what were we supposed to do?
Well we all decided that we had to inform the police. The newspapers
were full of stories about German sympathizers in those days, called
"Fifth Columnists". I thought we had discovered one of their spy holes.
So, covering up the pit and hiding it as before, we set off. Bath Police
Station was in Orange Grove in those days, next to the Empire Hotel. It
had formerly been used as the Fire Station. All four of us crept into the
front office of the station. We could just about look over the counter at a
police sergeant who looked, to us, about ten feet tall. "Well, what do you
lads want?" He bellowed. "Please sir, I think we have discovered a
German spy hideout" I said to him. "Oh yes, and where is this hideout"
he said.
So we explained what we had found at Prior Park, and by this time quite
a few more policemen had gathered around us. We must have been quite
convincing because, although they didn't have a clue about what we were
telling them, they contacted our parents to let them know where we were,
then took us in a police car back to Prior Park. Having proved to them
that we had indeed found a secret hideout, they took us back to a waiting
room at the station.
Although at the time, Ron and his friends thought they had found a
German spy hideout, it is almost certain that what they had discovered
was the Operational Base of the Admiralty No 4 Patrol of the
Auxiliary Units. See also COMMENT below.
After a little while, we were interviewed again in the presence of Major
Lock, who was the officer in charge of the local Home Guard. We knew
of him because he lived in a house on Widcombe Hill. But the Major
admitted that he was also unaware of the hideout we had found.
Eventually we were allowed to go home after solemnly swearing that we
would not divulge anything about the whole affair. And also vowing that
we would not go into Prior Park woods again. Of course, our parents had
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to know what had happened and they must also have been cautioned to
keep mum about it.
All of us involved in this escapade kept our silence about it, and in fact,
it remained almost forgotten for nearly fifty years. Only in recent years
have we mentioned anything, after the story of Winston Churchills'
secret army came out. An informal army of local, trustworthy, and
countrywise men and women was formed to harass the enemy had they
actually managed to invade the British Isles. About two years after this
episode, we did return to the woods at Prior Park, but were unable to find
any evidence of the hideout.
RON FROST
COMMENT

After Ron's story went on the website, I received an e-mail with some
additional information from someone identified only as "Harry" about
the hideout that Ron and his friends had found.
The structure was originally the Ice House for Prior Park. When it was
converted into an Operational Base a new entrance was dug because the
original would have been too difficult to camouflage. Harry's sketch is on
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the right, which was supplied with the following explanation of the status
of the hideout at the time Ron found it.
This was when the threat of invasion was over. We had
removed all explosives several weeks before this, and I am
afraid the camouflage over the entrance had been neglected
after that.
I understand that the Ice House has been restored as part of the recent
work on the Prior Park gardens, although there are no intentions of
opening it to the public. But until this story was published, the
archaeologists were unaware of its use as an Operational Base, and were
baffled by the holes and occasional brackets on the walls (which had held
the Operational Base structures) because no Ice House functions could
explain why they were there. Ron's story enlightened them.
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Remember me when I am gone away,
Gone far away into the silent land;
When you can no more hold me by the hand,
Nor I half turn to go yet turning stay.
Remember me when no more day by day
You tell me of our future that you plann'd:
Only remember me…
Christina Rosetti
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